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• VANCOUVER",(CP) --, Th.e Province ~ ,., recommem 
and The Sun ~ be bank oi~ Vanconver " - agreement 
doorsteps May 24 for the first time in details. 
nearly two months ff unionized workers.,.- 
• adopt ~ a tentative contract agreement 
reached Wednesday. 
The 900.member Newspaper Guild and 
PacificPress, whlchpublishea the two 
dalltes, reached a:tentaUve agreement 
f011owing three hours Of talks Wednesday 
afternoon, said George Townsend, 
director of employee relations. 
Townsend, who declinod.to give details 
~eendlng a 'ratification., vote by guild 
meinbers Friday and Saturday, said if the 
agreement is accepted The Province will 
be back on the street he morning of May 
24 and TheSun that afternoon. 
'?We!re very, very I)le~sed with the'  
settlement," he said. .  
Guild spokesman ROy Tubbs said the 
union's bargain..ing committee has 
However, a union 'source said the 
agreement provides wag~ increases of 
.five, five and seven-per-cent respectively 
in a three.year pact. Under the old con. 
tract, which expired at the end of 
February,- minimum salary for senior 
reporters was ;701.54 a week . . . .  
The. Company also agreed to look into: 
the possible medical effects of  video-,' 
display terminals, electronic keyboards 
.with television-like screens on which 
reporters 'write their stories, the Source 
said. 
There has been concern that the ter- 
minals, used by thousands of Canadian. 
workers, could cause miscarriages 
among pregnant workers, eye strain and 
mental stress. However, while studies 
have 
unable to pinpoin t . a /~ ' l~e .  
JOB SECURITY .'.- :"~ !~/ ' 
The sonrce:u lso~~ the agrecme~t 
provides a ' .  job : i~ty  Clause for 
Province mp]oy~'wSereby if the paper 
folds, they. will be'abl~ to bump more 
junior employees at/kTlt~ Sun. 
Southam Inc;;'i:Whle~/• owns Pacific 
Press, reported, thaV~e Sun had 1983 
profits of $18 /mlll/on~-W, Slie The Province 
-lost $15 milli~.': The :~ult ing ~3-mlilion 
• operating profit:....w~ reduced by  
.. depreciation and ind~itie tax to ~d00,000. 
The Guild, which rept~,sents reporters, 
editors, circulation: ahd clerical staff; had 
reached a tentative a~ment  last week 
Which offered the.sani~ wage increasen 
However, the guild bat~'alniug committee 
urged its membors to reject it because the 
found higher-than-hormal . company.had refused ~'discuss anything 
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/ 
iork hut wage increases. ~The....membenddp/:,:~ :.'d B.C. section, targcly written hy Sun and 
~en rejected the offer by 60 percent Sunday. -':, / :  Province reporters. ,Advertising revenue 
The Guild was the last of six unions to had covered related costa of about ~0,000 
reach an agreement with Pacific Press;- a day. 
Last ~eck, members attire other unions, The national newspaper had considered 
, . ' . . . . .  . - . .  ; : :~.;!. 
Continuing the provincial section after the bargaining.together as the Joint Council 
. o  
of Newspaper Unions, voted to a~ept he 'strike ended but Globe publisher ROy 
same wage offer. Printers earned a base Megarry said Tuesday the plan had been 
dropped. 
He said the freelancers would be 
retm'n~ to the two newspapers and The 
Globe could not see how the one or two 
permanent staff members, even with 
three or four people flown in from Toronto 
to help, could compete with the more thao 
100 editorial workers at the two Van- 
couver papers. 
Megarry also said several advertisers 
had indicated they would prohaSly not 
continue to advertise in The Globe once 
the two Vancouver papers resumed 
publication. 
hourly rate of $18.92 fora 3,1-hour four.day 
work week. 
The Guild had been a council member 
but was expelled shortly before the strike 
began March 28, when it asked for a 
mediator without permission from the 
five craft unions. The guild join~l the 
picket line a few days later. • 
Several local newspapers, aswell as the 
Toronto Globe and Mail, took advantage 
of the seven-weak strike to increase their 
share of Vancouver readers. 
The Globe increased paid circulation to 
about 65,000 from about 20,000 and added 
:, , , , i i  I I  i I  ~ _ --_ __ ~_!  
I I I r f i  " 
'~Serving the • " ,dim ~,  I M-------, h ~# old 
,o,,woS. 
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Supreme Court ruling 
pledges BC.. awarded 
to keep 
Gulf open water  rig.hts 
MANAMA (CP)  - -  Persian Gulf 
States touched by the shockwavea of 
war between Iran and Iraq are 
holding emergency talks in Saudl 
Arabia today amid mounting in- 
ternational concern over stepped-up 
ittaeks on oil tankers in the gulf, 
sources in Bahrain said. 
In Washington, meanwhile, the 
Rengan administration accused 
Iran of responsibility, for the latest, 
attacks on oil ~affle in the gulf and 
renewed its: pledge to keep the 
waterway open to shipping. 
The White ~ Rouse described the 
new developmeht as a dangerous 
, : • eaeklati0n but~refu~,/~ speculate 
on what acli0n it/night'lake. ~- 
' ,. ~The f~.reign ministers of the six 
:egnservative Arab countries which 
n~ake ~ up the Gulf Co-operation 
Cotmeil gathered inthe*Saudi capital 
of Biyadh td try to co-ordinate some 
.re~nse to Wednesday's ~mlssile 
"attack on a Saudl supertanker, seen 
widely as the most serious 
a~elopment yet in the 43-month 
r. 
,rao has previously attacked 
tankers in the gulf, but has 
restricted its raids to ships near the 
Iranian coast. U.S. officials say 
Wednesday's Iranian attack on the 
supertanker Yanbu Pride ocoured 
off the Saudi coast. 
A recent study conducted by biologists f rom . 
the waste  management branch of  the  : 
mln ls t ry  o f  envlronment shows that the  
ef f luentdlscharge from the Terrace sewage 
t reatment  plant Is hlgh. In feEal col l form 
count,  In the biol~gica, oxygendemand and 
exceeds standards., in tox ic i ty  i-levels: 
A l though they say there Is no danger f rom 
eating fish' In the Skeena River, res|dents 
are. warned ,not to drink, thwwater . :  
Skeena receives a poor score 
in recent water quality tests 
One council member, Kuwait, has TERRACE-- Thb waste 
said that he aircraft which attacked ,~,~, ~t, management branch of the ministry 
tw~ of its tankers earlier ,,,,o .~ , . .  of e~vironment recently conducted a.
also eame from ..iran .: . study on the e~t  discbarge'from 
• • • the Terrace waste treatment plant :l•J~-=.~J or. "°h  " "  =e :ng.t 
removingenough Solid mater~l 
.. from sewage. " 
Part of,thastud~, conducted by the 
by RALPH RESCHKE Wilkes says that while fecal, the construction of two lagooas 
HersMStaffWdter coliform testa are enly used to wberotheeffluentdischa~ewillbo 
missiles., 
approved 
waste management branch was a 
/ t~dclty test using undlintedssmplss 
taken from the effluent discharge. 
'Ten' rainbew trout fingerlings 
were placed in- a 'iinifl~ ul' "80 
kilograms of sewage material, while 
another 10 fish were placed in a tank 
containing clean water. 
Blolegist Brian Wilkes, head of the 
environmental section of the waste 
management depariment~ Said the 
fish survived for about 60 minutes in 
the effluent n~xture, a result that 
showsthe texlcity of ~he sewage is 
very high.: In order for a "pass" to 
be registered, fish must survive for 
at least 96 hours in the teat medium. 
As well, the fecal coliform count in 
samples of river Water taken from 
test sites.at 200 metres and 1.5 
kllometrea downstream 'from the 
discharge point Show an abnormally 
high umount-ef these bacteria re 
eseaplng into the river, 
determine the presence of human 
excrement ~e high numbers of 
these bacteria would indicate that a 
secondary 4reatment plant is 
required to lower the bacterial count 
of the effluent discharge. 
Terrace will hold a public 
referendum at the same time as the 
.November municipal elections to 
determine if a secondary ematmeat 
plant will be built. 
Ralph Keen, municipal engineer, 
agrees that a second plant is 
necessary, but  saS, s until public 
approval is given for/~ Its-con- 
strnetion, di~harge levels will stay 
the same aa they are now. 
"The district of Terrace has plans 
that call. for the construction of a 
secondary treatment plant directly 
beside the primary treatment plant. 
The new plant will be very cost° 
efficient, because it's going to 
operate under the aerobic principle, 
which requires few maintenance 
costs to operate." 
Keen explained that the project 
had not been completed earlier 
because of poor economic con- 
ditions,, but this year council haa 
decided to give the ~.1 million 
project a chance. 
He caid prslimieary phus call for 
aerated and also where bacteria will 
decompose and settle to the bottom 
of the lagoons. The sewage will stay 
in these ponds for a minimum of i5 
. days before being pumped into the 
river. 
• The primary treatment system 
now operated by the district breaks 
duwnthe sewage in three steps. The 
sewage first passed through a,set of 
macerators '~vllieh break down'the 
material into a fine sludge. 
, .The aludge then passes onto the 
ciarffiers, where further settling 
takes place. From there, the liquid 
: which remains is pumped to the 
digesters, where methane gases 
produced from the decomposing 
material are pumped through the 
mixture. 
After the sewage has passed 
through these three steps, it is 
,discharged into the river. 
Remaining slu~dge is dried in open air 
pits. 
In short, the fish in the Skeena 
River are still safe. to eat, but 
caution must be exercised when 
cieaalug the fish (it's best o do this 
at home), and don't drink tbe water, 
It may give your stumach some 
problenis. ,~ 
PALM BEACH, Fla. (APJ -- its influence In the days before he 
Bellhops charged with 
selling Kennedy cocaine 
:: WASHINGTON (AP) ~ President 
Ronald Reagan will get fewer than 
half-.the" MX nuclear weapons he 
wants and even those missiles will 
be'tied~t0 renewed U.S.-soviet arms. 
talks under'a compromise approved 
by the House of Representatives and  
• supported reluctantly by the Reag~ 
administration,: 
"The WhRe Rouse supported us 
only after they saw they couldn't win 
the whole thing," said Represen- 
tative Les Aspin (D-Wis.), chief 
architect of th& plan, which won 229- 
199 House approval late Wednesday 
after seven hours of debate. 
Minutes before Aspin's deal was 
approved, MX opponents failed by. 
only six votes, 218-212, to kill the 
weapon Reagan has made the 
centrepiece ofhis record Pentagon 
b.lidup. 
Reagan soeght 40 MX weapons in 
the fiscal 4985 budget. But the vote 
hy the Democrat-c0ntrolled House 
approves only 15/of the giant 10- 
warhead weapons, and then only if. 
the Soviets don't return by next 
April I to the arms control talks they 
walked out of last year in Geneva. 
That proviso is intended "as a David Kennedy asked two bellhops 
carrot to the Soviets," Aspin said. at a push hotel to sell him cocaine, 
"If they're as afraid of the MX as 
they say, they Can return to the talks complimented them on Its "good 
andtry to bargain It away." quality" and appeared to be under 
WHY BUY NEW? 
WHEN USEDwlLL  DO! 
Do you want parts to fix up your car but your budget 
won't allow It? Beat the high cost of new parts with 
quality use¢l, parts from• 
S.K.B. AUTO SALVAGE 
died of a drug mixture, authorities 
say. 
Kennedy, 28, son of the ldte 
Senator Robert Kennedy, was found 
dead April 2,5 in his room at the 
Brazilian Court Hotel, a few 
kilometres from the winter estate of 
his grandmother, Rose Kennedy. 
The cause of his death, disclosed 
for the first time Wednesday by 
State Attorney David Bludworth, 
was a. "multiple drug Ingestion of 
cocaine, Demernl and Meliarli. 
Demerol is a prescription pain. 
killer and MellarH is used to treat 
emotional disorders. 
The bellhops, Peter.Marchant, 24, 
of Warwick, R.I., and David Dorr, 
30, of West Yarmouth, Mass., have 
been charged with selling cocaine to 
Kennedy and conspiring to sell the 
substance, Bludworth said. 
In Florida, a third-degree murder 
charge can be brought against a 
supplier if it can be proved the drugs 
supplied caused death. However, 
Biudworth said it was not known 
whether the cocaine Marehant and 
Don" allegedly sold Kennedy was the 
same cocaine medical examiners 
found in the body. 
The state attorney emphasized the 
two were "not being eharged, with 
murder," and indicated it appeared 
unlikely that murder charges would 
be lodged against hem. 
A state attorney's investigator, 
Tim Valentine, said: "There may be 
others (arrests) forthcomingY 
635-2333 or 635-9095 
3690 Duben ([astoH Hwy. 16 E) 
O'FI~AWA (CP) - -  The Supreme 
Court of Canadahas put limits on the 
federal government's offshore 
rights by awarding British Columbia 
ownership over inland waters 
between the mainland and the B.C. 
archipelago. 
In a split decision the high court 
ruled today, the inland waters of the 
Straits of Juan de Euea, Georgia, 
Johnstone and Charlotte were part 
of British Columbia at Con- 
federation andtherefore still part of 
the province. 
The majority decision, written by 
new C~iQf.J~ti~LW ,Brian Dickson, 
depart~ n~:earner ju~e0tS .by  
,~e: .eo~t which had.given the 
federal government offshore con- 
trol. .- 
In March, , the justi~els 
unanimously ruled Newfoundland, 
.did not hold ownership of the con- 
'tinental shelf. 
• While the Supreme Court had 
given Ottawa control of the B.C. 
offshore in 1967, the justices ruled 
the earlier decision left the questinn 
of the inland sea unsettled. 
Energy exploration, has been 
concentrated 4nthe Arctic and the 
East Coast, but the Geciogical 
Survey of, Canada recently 
estimated off reserves in the B.C. 
offshore at about 315-million barrels, 
Explor....on work has been halted 
.by a moratorium imposed to protect 
the region's environment. 
Today's decision confirmed a 1976 
ruling by the B.C. Court of Appeal 
which 'the federal government had 
challenged. 
Dicknon went back, as.he.put it, 
"through the niista of time" to 
determine the history of the 
province and discover whether the 
disputed waters were part of ,the 
then.British colony. 
When Capt. Cook and Capt. 
Meares claimed the'region for the 
British monarch, both expliciUy 
staked British savere/gnty over 
• what Cook called ~e "ipterior sea." 
D ~ o n  a ~ o r n b t e d  that in the 
Oregon Treaty of 1846 when Britain 
and the United States finally settled 
th,~lr, claims to the. Pacific Nor- 
thweat ,~the-treaty :set he, beundary 
strait. 
'Although the court said ~e inland 
waters would have passed to federal 
jurisdiction at Confederation 
because they were British territory, 
it noted the British government had 
awarded them to the United Colony 
of Vancouver Island and British 
Columbia through the 1866 Imperial 
Act. 
"As of 1866, the waters and sub- 
merged lands between Vancouver 
Island and the mainland were part 
of the United Colony of British 
Columbia," the judgment said. 
The dissenting judgment, written 
by Bertha Wilson and supported by 
Roland Ritchie, the senior judge on 
thebench, said Ottawa controlled 
the area because the colony never 
formally extended its rule over the 
inlandsaa before it joined Con- 
federation in 1871. 
Poland the latest 
OIy mpio w/th dra wa/ 
'llm number of countries having Hospital spokesman Hilda 
withdrawn from the 1984 Summer 
Olympics in Los Angeles stands at 
10, and countinJ[. 
Falling in line Thursday behind 
the Soviet-led procession of dropouts 
was Poland. It was not a quiet exit, 
as top Polish athletes voiced 
disapproval of the decision. 
The I0 dropouts acceunted.for one- 
'half all medals won at the 1976 
Montreal Olympics, the last time all 
major sporting powers entered. 
The Soviet Union's propaganda 
machine, meanwhile, continues to 
• spew out claims aimed at justifying 
its position --  that it could not send 
its athletes because of security 
risks. 
The most recent accusation, 
served up Thursday by the Soviet 
news agency NovosU, was that 
extremists acting in concert with the 
White House planned to use hun- 
dreds of apartments from whfch 
terrorist groups could kill or kidnap 
Soviet athletes competing in 
California. 
"There are at least I00 avowed 
terrorist organizations that were 
involved in the preparation of ac- 
tions of physical extermination 
against Soviet athletes and their 
harassment and kidnapping during 
the Olympiad," Novesti reported. 
.Hundreds of secret apartments 
were being prepared all over Los 
Angeles that must have served as a 
basis for provocations against Soviet 
elUzons," 
DRUGS SUGGESTED 
The Soviets had earlier suggested 
U.S .  agents at the Games would use 
mind-altering drugs to coerce 
Russians to defect. American 
security forces had planted 
terrorists among members of the 
Los Angeles Organizing Committee, 
McGuire said the decision was made 
Thursday morning ~fter con. 
sultatious between the dectm, and 
Sinclair's three sons -- Gordon, 
Donald and Jack. Sinciair's wife,: 
Gladys, has been an invalid for" 
several years. 
they said, adding that the Reagan 
administration co-operated with 
anti-Soviet groups, which merged 
under a Ban the Soviets label, that 
opposed Soviet participation. 
The pullout by Poland left only ~ 
Romania among Moscow's six 
staunchest East European allies 
undecided about participation in the' 
Games. There were indications the. 
maverick Communist country, the 
most independent of the Soviet-bloc 




TORONTO'(CI:;) --  The family 
of Gordon Sinclair, who has been 
in a coma since suffering a heart 
attack Tuesday, has decided to 
discontinue fife support for the 
veteran broadcaster and jour- 
nallst. 
Queenowa~/ General Hospital 
said in a statement Thm'sday the 
family made the decision after 
co~fen.ing with DF. Gotham 
Ciements, attending physician. 
Sinclair suffered severe and 
irreversible damage to the 
central nervous ystem after the 
heart,attaek. 
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The descendants of the Craig 
families who settled in the areas of 
Harvey, Red Rock and Avery.'s 
Portage in New Brtmswick are 
having a reunion with a pot-luck 
supper at the Taymouth Church Hall 
on July 29, 1984, as part of New 
Brunswick 's  b icentenn ia l  
celebrations. 
We are interested in establishing 
contact by letter or in person With as 
many descendants as possible of 
Thomas Craigs 1770-1860; his sons. 
Walter 1805- 1900. (settled• in 
Clarendon, Que.), James 10-13-19o2, 
Henry 1815-1893, William 1517-1892, 
Thomas 1819.1903, Luke 1821-1911 
(later lived in Thorne Centre, Que.) 
daughter Ieabelkt,~1824-? (may have 
emigrated later [o Australia) who 
emigrated from Wooler, England 
1835-1843 and also the descendants of 
James, Robert, William and Mary 
Cralgn who emigrated from Ireland 
to the Nashwaak in 1819. 
We hope to compile agenealogy of
the respective ,smiles and would 
appreciate hearing from anyone 




Sterling News Service 
I"ealure 
The truth lies 
in the middle 
There are two extreme points of view on ter- 
rorism. Both are very popular and both are wrong. 
The supporters ofthe first theory make their lives 
easier by the assertion that all wrongdoing in the 
world/sorgnnized byMescow. Their opponenis, the 
liberals and the armchair marxists of North 
America, believe that Moscow Is the most innocent 
victim of this world-w/de slander campaign, that 
the terrorist actions In different eountrfes are 
nothing but a sporadic expreeslon ofdissatisfaction 
of the oppressed yet unknown masses. 
The truth, as usual, lies somewhere in the middle. 
It Is not a secret anymore that the mains~'o f  
the terrorist activities I  either directed or used by 
the mighty KGB apparatus. 
The attempted assaesinatlon f Pope John Paul 
brought . o light this very connection, though' it did 
no{ convh~ce our liberal estabitahment, < 
Allof this 'does not mean however, that the most 
active units of Terrorist InternatiOnal, Inc. do not 
act independently when required. 
The recent incident in London where the Libyan 
embassy was used as a fortress from which the op- 
ponents, of the terrorist regime of Moammar 
Kbadafy were shot atwns a classic example . .  
For reasons unknown, Canada nd the European 
allies of the United States who never hesitate to con- 
demn international terrorism are tactfully declin- 
ing to name the countries which are directly respon- 
sible for training and promoting to'rrorism as a in. 
tegral part of their foreign~and Intornal policy. 
It is an established fact confirmed by witnesses 
and documents which are at the disposal of the U.S.0 
Canada, Israel, the U.K. and other countries of the" 
free world that the training camps where terrorists 
from at least 12 countries learn their trade are 
' located In rLybia, SoUth Yemen, Syria and In the 
Bekaa Valley. in Lebanon, Which-IS under Syrian 
control. 
If some immediate action is no~"undertaken 
urgently to expose the regimes responsible for the 
terrorist ecllQlties around'the world, with all. the 
~once~ of such an  eX~0siL,'e, it'might appear 
that a new Wave of torrorism will approach North 
America..The t rrorists of the '80s are better equlp- 
ped,bettor ,mined , nnd !~ Id~lo~Ic~dlx inclined 
thanthoselnprevlousdocedes..  ~.., . . "  . . . .  
A new U.S.I law Introduced by/theReagan ad~ 
n~InistraUon On antl.torrorint measures I Ute first 
There is enough information prov/ded by such top. positive s~t~p In trradieating world~vlde4etrorism~.. 
ex.offlcers of the Soviet Intelligence s rvice as Oleg, 
Lyalln, the high ~ecutive of the British department . • Such m~. .  are taken serloual~, in the Unit~i ' • 
of the KGB, and Ledialav Bltman, the heavy-weight i, King d0~; , 'where people know .whaf. te~n'orism Is.
oftheCsecheslovaldanse(~retservk;e, whlchproves. Unf0rb~natoly.i]t t ss t . I  not reallzedl by ~Nor`th . 
the existence ofthe so-cailed "Moscow connection" " ~nedc~n liberals who contlnue to l~k  for the . 
in the world of modern torrorism, social roots Of Khadafy's terrorism. 
Indian chiefs argue that 
equality hasa  price ,tag 
EDMONTON. (CP) -  Canadian of an additional amount?" said 
Indians will defy the federal 
government if it imposes legislation 
allowing more people to qualify as 
band members, David Ahenakew, 
chief o f  the Assembly of First 
Nations, said Wednesday. 
"The federal government can go 
to hell with that business," 
Ahenakew told a news Conference 
after the first day of a three-day 
meeting of Canadian chiefs. 
"They're not going .to impose 
anything on us because we won't 
accept i . It doesn't matter, they can 
send their armed forces and their 
policemen. That's how serious we 
are about the situation." 
Ahenakew told reporters after 
emerging from the closed sessions 
attended by more than 300 chiefs David Ahen akew 
Harold Cardinal, a vice-chief of 'the 
assembly. ~ .' 
Ah~nakew said Indian leaders did 
not create the sex discrimination 
contained in the Indian Act. 
"That was an act of the federal 
government. The important hing is 
that those .people lost their status 
unjustly." 
Ahenakew said the assembly 
agrees that Indians ,who have lost 
their status should be reinstated. 
However. Indian leaders want to 
determine who will~ be members of 
their bands.. 
Ahenakew said the federal 
government will need authority to 
expropriate land from the provinces 
to create additional reserve space 
for reinstated Indians. He said the 
, Lalonde to bid,L .i. 
for top poSitiOn* 
in world finance 
P.ARIS (CP) - -  Prospects' 01 
.higher interest rates and re]ateh 
exchange-rate instability will 
dominate two days of talks of foreign 
and finance ministers from the 
industrialized countries which open 
today. 
For Canada's Finance Minister 
Marc Lalonde, the meeting of the 
counnil of the Organization el 
Economic Co-operation and 
Development will also be a chance to 
impress his counterparts in his bid 
'to become the next secretary 
general of the 24-country group. 
Lalonde's performance in Paris 
and the success of his corridor 
campaigning and•that 'of External 
• Affairs• Minister Allan MacEachen 
"may determine his chances for the 
post. 
But; .he. faces an ~ uphill battle.. 
: Frontrunner Jean-Claude Paye, 
head" of the French foreign 
ministry's economic section, has 
already won U.S. support. 
The .thirdcandidate is Kenneth 
Cousins, ' Britain's permanent 
secretary for the Energy Depart- 
ment.: 
Lalonde's candidacy for the post 
has been. pressed by Canadian 
diplomats in major capitals as well 
as at OECD headquarters in Paris. 
His Status as  a miniSter*rather 
than an official, the'suggestion that 
a non-Eul'opean may be able to 
bring pressure on beth the European 
Economic Community and " the 
United States, and the contention 
that Canada is under-represented at 
senior levels in international 
'organizations have been advanced 
as:arguments in Lalonde's favor. 
TRADEOFFS LIKELY 
However, the organization 
chooses secretaries general by 
consensus -- essentially a smoke- 
filled-room exercise --  and tradeoffs 
will likely be as important as 
qualifications. 
Because Lord Carrington of 
Britain takes over as NATO's 
secreiary general next month, that ' 
reduces the chances of another 
Briton, landing a .top international 
'job involving many of the same 
countries. 
The U.S. government has in- 
dicated its backing for Payedoesn't 
am0unt e any objection toLalo~ide. 
Officials close to the man0edvrlng 
suggest a final decision': on 'a 
replacement for Emile va~ I~nnep 
of the Netherlands,.wh0se third five- 
year term expires in September, is 
unlikely to ~ome this week. 
A replacement for van Leanep 
isn't even on the formal agenda'; • The 
meeting will focus on maintaining 
economic recovery., ~" ''~ . . .  / ~, .:.,~. 
Lalonde, who arrived in' Pads on 
Wednesday. after attendingll a
committee meeting Of/.//~t~m. 
m0nwealth finance miiilste~s;.i'In 
London, says high U.S. inter~sf~tes 
playbaVoc with economieg/:i~b0th 
the developed and developing" w0rld. 
UNDER PRESSUHE . "~, ; '~ . i ;~ . ,  
As in other international ~o~mie  
gatherings in recent year S~L~:i.U:S. 
emissaries will be under pi'e~s't~el to 
bring down interest rates~::.~:But 
Lalonde has taken pains'to ay0!~y 
suggestion that m'ember :c0~t/~les 
should gang up on the unit~ ;StOics. 
"It's a problem we're~!li!(dcing 
and there's no ~t  in trY!ng!,~iPut 
the United.States adminlst~tl~il On 
the defensive," he said last.we~k in
Ottawa. - .~,'.' . 
Ministers recognize ~!h'i' i  the 
limited manocuvring ' / room 
available to the U.S. administi'ation 
during a presidential e ectt0n'i~year 
and the fact that the U.S;!economy 
has been the driving force behifld the 
current recovery . . . . .  , 
As a result, the focus at this 
week's meetingswill be on medium- 
term objectives tokeep the recovery 
under way. These may include 
pledges to reduce government 
spending and resist protectionism 
which curbs trade,, and new 
mechanisms to promote, direct in- 
vestment in the World's poorest 
countries. 
RCMP investigate 
energy grant abuse 
from across theoountry that Indian provincial governments Will not , OTTAWA (CP) - -  The RCMP He later told r, eporters the in- 
leaders want to be able to determIne marrying non-Indians. The chiefs .surrender the land. 
- Contacts are Ruth Russel, 367-~13 Whn shq,ld be members nf.their hgP~., to reach..a consensus an~he~':'~jinaddition, esa idt  " commercial crime squad iS in- vesti~ation was continuln~ but 
,n , , .~, ,~ ~f~" ,~'.~,,~- ~m.",, . . . .  ~. . . . .  ~ . --~=~r . . . . . .  .-~,,, . . . . .  ,:~..,.,~,,o., . ... ,, . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  .... ,.h hatprowding vestigatingacaselnvolvingposalble r fund t s f ' t  . . . .  ~a di.~ ~o~.s,,,.,.;,,, ~.,,,~uux,~u;,a~am~s .,-bands,-,-~, ,, ,, ~ . , • : quesuon toaav . . . . . .  ' .'~ ": . ,~.:' ~g~i,,~'tk.m~o',~,, ,~ . . . . .  ,do ,^. ,  e opoc i  y he exact __t _ 
. . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  " . .  .'. . . . .  ' , ; ; :  , , j  , ' . : . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r ,  J ,  ; , . '~ ,~, . ,  : . , , , :  ..... ,, .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,,-,,v . . . . .  ,- . . . . . .  criminal-, abuse, of the .,federal.~, "Uf""th~" 'case"br'"wli~rd";thd'"~n- 
Eva~,o367r2700~Tay~ujh,~N.~,~0H ,; ~ .,~Jer,~t~e, .~ecting~ open, ,d ; ,  . , the ' , Ind ian~ lead~Ls s~y,,th_q~rcL~s~. : ,  millions of dollars . . . .  ' government.s~ lucratwe, petroleum,...,, 't,~ti~atioh W~S c~dt~[rated' '~ ..... 
1"v'G; , . . lea ,,raig '472-4886; Mac-"'ch|~ts d~ided the~;" wo'~d""ilb~ ]eg is l~  ~ l~t  add an ~stJmated .... The federal gove~mentwill have incentives program, the program Insp. Gordon Butt of the RCMP 
Farlane St~.ect, Fredericton, N.B. discUss the question of Indian self- 60,000 people to already crowded to grant legal' immtmity to chiefs administrator stud Wednesday. commercial crime section in 
E3A 1V4; and Florence Cass 652- government and will instead evote reserves. The Indian bands would and Indian governments from any While Gerry Penney, head of the Calgary said. he could not im- 
7349, 119 King Street E, Saint John, the entire meeting to the question of also ba hard-pressed to come up with lawsuits that might be brought l~etroleum incentives branch of the mediately confirm an investigation 
N.B. E2L 1G8. sexual equality, the money to provide services to against them by people who applied federal Energy Department,told the was under way.. 
• Helen Craig, Discussions will focus on the these additional residents, for reinstatement but were refused, Senate energy committee that the The force has investigated one 
104 MacFarlane Street federal government's plan to revise "If you can't take care of the  Ahenakew said. Otherwise, the RCMP had been called in on one case of criminal abuse of the 
Fredericton, N.B. the Indian Act to give treaty status population that's within the reserves bands would be tied up in the courts case, he said the~e has been little program, Butt said, but found no 
Canada, E3A 1V4 back to Indian women who lost it by now, how are you going to take care for d~cades, abuse of the program so far. evidence of wrong doing. 
The curtain Closes:  Reflections /on the 
longed for the power the premier's 
title carried. 
He says politics has not been his 
ultimate focus --  indesd~ he leads a 
vibrant family and social ife outside 
the legislature - -  and that ~eam-  
bitious pursuit of the premiership 
was not an "overwhelming desire." 
CRAVED THE JOB 
Yet his comments on What he 
considers his : most satisfying 
moment in politics demonstrate how 
deeply he craved the job. 
Barrett had for  years railed 
against the confinement of children 
12 years old and under in detention 
centres. ShorUy after he was sworn 
in as the province's 25th premier, he 
ordered an immediate halt to the 
practice. 
"It was the use of" power in a very 
positive way," he says. "It was a 
very happy moment forme to know 
that I had the power to stop 
something that was frankly wrong 
from continuing.,,  it was a great 
feeling." 
His outspoken .views on correc- 
tions policy while he was a social 
worker led him into politics at the 
age ef 30. The senior Bennett fired 
him from Haney Correctional 
Centre in 1959 when Barrett in- 
dicated he would seek a legislature. 
seat under the banner of the Co. 
operative Commonwealth 
Federation, the predcessor of the 
NDP. 
LOST FIRST BID 
' The young rabble-rouser, with a 
speaking style that often rose to a 
high-pitched sereum, won in 
Dewdney in 1960. He first tried for 
the NDP leadership n 1969, losing to 
Tom Bergnr, but won by ac- 
elamation in 1970 when Berger 
, resigned after a 1969 election loss to 
W.A.C. Bennett. 
Says Fred Mocnen, a longtime 
legislative lobbyist: "I think I 
remember him best when he wns a 
young back-bencher and I watched 
him bleed all over the carpet as 
W.A.C carved him up for about four 
or five years. He has learned at the 
feet of a master and he's never 
forgotten i t . "  
In an interview in his comfortable, 
• unpretentleus legislative office, 
Barrett won't talk about the elder 
Bennett, saying only that "he Was a 
nice fellow." 
'VICTORIA (CP) - -  He-bursts 
impatiently out of his office like a 
barrel-sized linebacker, the top o! 
his shirt unbuttoned, exposing a 
neck that all but disappears between 
his broad face and stumpy body. 
Dave Barrett is .obviously not 
enthralled with the idea of another 
curtain-closing interview on his, 
turbulent political career. 
As the photographer reaches for 
his camera, the leader of the 
provincial New Democratic Party 
and former British Columbia 
premier whips a tie under his collar 
and pulls a pin-striped suit jacket 
around his ample belly, boasting 
proudly of another in a seemingly- 
endless tream of weight losses. 
It is a poignant moment and the 
thought occurs that the more things 
change, the more they remain the 
same. 
The 53-year-old Barrett, the 
Jesuit-educated son of a fruit pedlar 
from Vancouver's working-class 
East End, has been fighting - -  oc- 
casionally winning, but most often 
losing-- the battle of the bulge for as 
long as he has been battling --  again 
occasionally winning, but most often 
losing to - -  his nemeses, the hard- 
ware-store Bennetts of Kelowna. 
IN 25'YEARS 
Through 25 years of cutthroat, 
acidic and sometimes humorous 
debate in the legislature and in the 
far reaches of this vast, resource- 
rich province, Barrett went up 
against the iron-willed W.A.C. 
Bennett, his son Bill, and the 
powerful Social Credit party. 
Except for three years, from 1972- 
75, a head-spinning period in which 
the province's first socialist 
government introduced a deluge of 
legislation, Barrett and the NDP 
have sat in Opposition. 
After three donsecutive lection 
defeats at the handsof the Bennetts 
and their Social Credit party, 
Barrett is stepping down. He will be 
replaced at a leadership convention 
this Victoria Day weekend. 
Much was made in the early 1980s 
of Barrett's new image. Sure, he had 
toned down.his pitch, muffled the 
rhetoric and replaced his checked 
sports jackets .with more urbane 
business uits. But underneath t at 
fresh coat of paint remained the 
same Dave Barrett. n man who 
Leaning over a.smallish desk on 
which sits a Tiffany lamp he has had 
for years, Barrett says he enjoyed 
being a social worker and saw 
politics as a means:to social action 
and not as a long-term career. 
"As I became aware of the nature 
of the political system and the role of 
the Opposition and the role of 
government, ! became.m0re aware 
of the necessity of. 'a dr ive  for 
power." - . 
On August 30, 1972, his collection 
of social workers, teachers and 
trade unionists urprisingly toppled 
Bennett, then 71; and his aging, 
disintegrating Socred government 
that had ruled for 20 years. . 
MOVED QUICKLY 
The youthful and mercurial 
Barrett immediately put ; his 
socialist dogma into action. He in- 
stituted new royaltie~on mining and 
forestry, bought out ~ lumber mills, 
slapped afreeze on the development 
of agricultural land and introduced 
government auto insurance, a 
human right~ code and a labor code. 
J 
Barrett, who told-a newspaper 
columnist after the election that the 
NDP probably wouldn't win a 
second term, says'he does not regret 
the decision to move quickly. 
"Part of it was conscious and part 
of it was Just unleashing the cork in 
the bottle," he says. "In the last six 
• years of W.A.C.'s administration, a 
great number o f  things, normal, 
thoughtful, ordinary things that had 
taken place in other Jurisdictions in 
North America, had not taken place 
here. So a part of what we did very 
quickly was Just catching up." 
By the time Barrett called an '  
election for December 1975, ;BIll . 
Bennett had assumed the Social 
Credit leadership and lured Liberals 
and Conservatives Into a loose 
coalition --  a move Barrett had 
predicted shortly after his election 
win.. : 
MONEY FADES 
"The practice in this province has 
been, historically, that if the CCF- 
NDP is close to power, or indeed in 
power as we were, that the money 
dries up for separale parties." 
The Socreds wept the province, 
even taking Barrett's Coquitlam 
seat. Barrett considered resigning 
but was Persuaded by the party to 
remain. He was returned to the 
legislatureby a June 1976 byelec- 
tion. 
Despite increasing "the popular' 
vote in 1979 and 1983 --most political 
pundits bad conceded last year's 
election to Barrett ._ the. NDP 
suffered crushing electoral defeats. 
Barrett refuses to give a straight 
answer when asked whether any 
blame for the election defeat can be 
laid at his feet. He laughs, says he's 
got an impeccable image, and then 
tells a story about a discussion he 
had with a Jesuit priest about 
philosophy and religion. 
" I  asked him why he had chosen a
vocation'of being a priest; did he 
really know God existed? He said he 
wasn't sure, but he decided to take a 
chance that God did exist and based 
his vocation on that. 
"He said, 'It's a mystery and 
you've got to take your chances.' So 
life is a mystery and to spend too 
much time dwelling on high or 'low 
points is a mistake in my opinion. 
Life goes on." 
wAs DRAGGED OUT 
Of his most ignominious moment 
in po!it ics~- being dragged un- 
Ceremoniously from his legislative 
seat last October when he refused an 
acting Speaker's order to leave - -  
Barrett said that "in many ways it 
was one of my proudest moments in 
that I was able to demonstrate to my 
own satisfaction that the system is 
more important han me or the 
Speaker or the political parties." 
Barrett is coy about his future. 
Federal NDP Leader Ed Broadbent 
has been pressing him to run for the 
national party, and there have been 
. reports that he now will go into open- 
line radio. 
Asked bow he wants British 
Columbians to remember him, the 
quick-witted Barrett pauses for 
several seconds, un 
characteristically at a loss for 
words. 
"! deeply appreciate my. good 
Barrett era 
fortune in being bern here, having do. If anybody wants to think kindly 
my health and the opportunity of of me, just think of how lucky I've 
serving people in the way I chose to been to do what I'vedone so far." 
NDP leader  Dave  Bar re t t :  His a lmost  25 years  of  f ight ing  
theBennet t  reg ime w i l l  soon come to an end. The NDP w i l l  
ho ld  the i r  leadersh ip  convent ion  th i s  weekend.  Bar re t t  is not 
say inc j  what  his p lans  for  the  fu ture  are .  
o. 
i../ . ' • ..e-/ • . . . .  . 
. . . . . . .  C POsiUon nn!ettl The'Herald, Thursday, M,a¥ 17. i'84, ,alie ~: :  
: ::i ::: says  Be  is h id ing  : 
SSaf i!:!i Ot Sist ¢ Or f  "re an  e f ...... ,the  i .na le  , 
BURNABY, B•C• (CP) -  Operation Meantime, the leadership of the ~-~- -  "Physical A tMtYMay 13-21,Week1984 
;el/clarity committees will he reactivated federation was earlier accused of lena- 
at the local level in British Columbia to daring in  its response to Social Credit Only four days left to participate and slgn~up in 
They're all smiles because they've done their thing for the fitness ensure the protection ofemploY.e as'social, changes to the Labor COde. 
challenge between Kitimat and Terrace. The group walkedfrom the peliUcul, hqman' and economic~rights, he • The charge Was made by George the Terrace-Fd.timat flineem dmllengel 
On tomorrow's slate of activities in Terrace are Chamber of Commerce office all the way to City Hall as part of the president of the B.C• Federation of Labor Hewison. secretary,treasurer of the free 15-minute fltoesa classes in the armmbanquet 
Terrace effort to beat rival Kit imat in this challenge. From left to said Wednesday. United Fishermen and Allied Workers 
'right are Judith Jephson, David Gellately, George Clark, Bruce Art Kube sald after a federation meeting Union. in Wednesday's edition of the room at3p.m,.3:30p.m..5,5:~Op.m.. 8:30and9 
Graydon, Sheila Jackson, Bill Harrison and Bob Park. that any employers using the Social Credit' Pacific Tribune tiewspaper, p.m. 
government's new Labor C~cle laws to Copies of i the newspaper were Though not free, the Terrace pool also offers an 
• ' violate •those rights will 'be subjected to distributed tolabor leaders as they arrived opportunity to participate in the challenge. ~The No road tes! for bus strikes, boycotts or hot edicts. Operaflonfor the federation meeting to p lun  poolisopenThuredoy6:~Oa.m, to9a.m, forearly 
Solidarity was created last summer by .resistance tothe amendments. • birds, 11:45 to I p.m. for an adult noon swim, 7 to 8. 
. groups opposing the government's Hewison said he. thinks there has been a p.m. for a public swim and 8 to 9 p.m. for a fitness pre-crash ,nspect=on restraint messures, lack 0f decisiveness and perhaps an un. swim. Swimnflng timss for Friday end the weekend 
,i n Kube also said that if the new program detest/mat/on o f  what the bill really are available by eamug 638-1177. 
• falls short, the federation will/revise it. meuns - -or  perhaps an t~nderestimatien of Friday, tboug~ also not free, roller, skating 
"There is no question that the meeting what union members are prepared to do to sessions give teen and pre-tsen challengers a
VICTORIA (CP) - -  Stringent school bus "It's not our practice to road test in expressed a very militant mood - -more combat he legislation. ' chanceto join in, if they haven't aL,'e~dy. You must 
staddarda were not applied in a motor (those cases)," Chaplin replied, militant than I expected," Kubo seid. "But He said he thinks that if unien members only compete 15 minutes of cotinnotm physical 
at the same time, I think there was an are given the facts, they will be prepai'ed ncUvity. Roller skating sessions for those under 14 vehicle branch inspection of a Conmac Daigneault hen asked Chaplin if he . . ,  . . . . .  ., . . . .  , : , .  _. _,. . . . . . . . . . . .  
• • m~uur-~m,um$ u,,t p~p~ m'e sums uuc~ to fight, arefrem6to7:20p.m.Friday, and8 to9:30p.m, for Stages Ltd. bus 10 weeks before it erashed knew of prmr inspect|ons of Conmac buses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- Mount Was . . . .  ton a c-- n-r's '--uest . . . . . . . . .  to mew mcm umons, to mew mdivmua| Hew/son and Jack Gerow, head of the teens. Regular admission. 
On. ./~n. S , peg ~., .mq when.he carries out ms mspecuon in unions to -ather -ember,hi-  su -~r t "  Hospital Emp|oy, ees. UuiOn;i:have ' both • ' Register your15 minutes of parti¢ipation a d get 
W~o~°ldchaWpe~e~a~re~"bi~f~or the~ ',i~,N,~a~bl~e~;!~2; ' ; r"~;~e~; '', of t~i~ini, i,.i~ ,Ku~' ia l~ said ~e~federati~'n v~l~r'f=uHy called for, ah' e~alatifig s~ategy, to fo rce  YOor free reerdation Pass,at theTerrkce'l~O,~ !~!./ii'ena~'.'i 
. . . . . . . . .  P ' Y " support..the .B,C. and :,Yuk0d~:;Bullding the government :' to~ ~tthdr~iw' ~"the ':librai~y, .municipal hall,.iNorthwest Community ,
. . . .  "Co l lege  racquetball Courts Or All Seasons SpOrting 
VICTORIA (CP) ~ The British'columbia and the Labor Code Amendment Act• eliminates rent review and the Office of the 
egislature adjourned'With a sigh Wednesday The ehang~ to the Labor Code allow the Bontalsman, was approved in three days. Rent 
'or its first summer ece~ in more than 10 cabinet o declare special projects, such as controls were abolished lastJulywben the first 
/ears. .... Expo 86--the $1.b ,ill:on world transportation bill was presented. 
The 57-day session end':after the Opposition and communieati~ e.'position being built in The legislature as well gave approval to an 
)rovided only token, laeklustrereslstaneeaftor Vancouver - -  to ,e , conomic development $8.38-billion budget, down slightly from the 
m Easter break to 18 bills, including two that projects and of, t, all contractors and $8.4-billion budget last year that provoked so 
~ad been expected to~ co~ttrovei'stal, workers, much outrage because of the ensuing cuts in 
However, the New i Democ~a[ic Party did i They aloorestrict set mdary pieketing, make personnel. 
;how a spark of resistance when asked in the it easier to certify or. lecertify a union local, The new budget called for an increase of 
tying minutes of the  session to approve end make political job action a strike, ei~.ht percent in the provincial income tax, to 
?remier Bill Bennett's pending estimates in The virtual ack of oppostion to these bills offset what he government said was a shortfall 
ziu absence.' • ' . . . . . .  was in marked contrast o the uproar last in federal funding, and pt'ovided for a further 
But the Oppositien,'which accused Bennett of summer when the first version of the human income tax levy to offset federal penaltik.s for 
.unning and hiding, abusing his powers and rights bill " and similar pr0gram-cutting imposing medical care user'fecs. 
'efusing to provide accountability for legislati0nwas presented-. GIVEN PASSAGE 
;st/mates totalling ~00,000, failed to get the The opposition coalesced into the Solidarity Another bill to get quick passage was the 
)rbmier cited fer contempt of the legislature. Coalition which brought he province to the Constitution Amendment Aet, which set up an 
)eputy speaker BrUce Strachan's ruling that brink of a general strike, end prompted the electoral commission to determine which 
he contempt motion was o,ut of order was Social.Credit government tolet several of the ridings should have greater representation 
zpheld by the Social Credit major i ty . .  'more contenUOun bills die on the order paper, based on population figures supplied by 
The premier was in China on an economic; These bills, though' relatively unchanged, Statistics Canada. 
hiss/on. ' " received only token opposition during this Intargovernment Relations Minister Garde 
The last time the legislature was able to take. session which began Feb. 13. ' Gardam tabled a new expropriation act 
he whole summer off was in  1973. ' DID NOT MOVE minutes before adjournment which provides 
• The NDP appeared to,be more eoncerned The government did not move on/is threat o for quick arbitration in cases where ex- 
tbout squabbling o~er who would succeed legislate labor peace on the Expo site or On its propriation is contested and quick deter- 
,utgoing Opposition Leader Dave Barrett han threat to/repose a new contract On the pulp and m/nat/an of compensation ff the government 
rotting up a spirited opposltlen, paper unions, though its Labor Code changes offer is rejected. 
~,AVE ASSENT • o . prompted a walk-out on the Expo site Tuesday• The government used night sitting twice to 
Lt.;Gov Bob Rogers gave Royal assent to the Earlier," the legislature ordered the pulp push through legislation in contrast o the 
)ills including the Human Rights Act ~- which .in~i{]stry to end its lockout at 20.mills and the previous 84.day session that ended Feb. 10 and 
'ewrote the Human Rights Code and 12,700 workers to go back to work. Legislation during which the government, resorted to 
diminated that Human Rights Commission ordering this also gave the government the closure to force' passage of a bill for the first 
md the human rights brsn~a Of the Labor power to impose such a contract, time in the 112-year history of the B.C. 
dinistry in favor Of a human rights council -- .  The revised Residential Tenancy Act, which, legislature. 
Solidarity sb ength . ~11 . , 
to return, Kube vo ws  - - - - -  ' 
branch; said there was no road test of bus;~ ~'s'~flbn'b't/,~h',' s~iid~h6 'did'~dt•, Trades Council in its strategy against the legislation• 
even though the company was seeking a Daigneault also referred to a reference 
government. Council president Boy They have not ruled out the possibility of Goods. special school bus permit o allow school to the speedometer on the report, which 
charters. Chaplin had checked off as being "OK." Gautier has warned that a move Tuesday a general strike at a later date. There are no formal activities scheduled in 
by some 200 construction workers to walk Gerow said that what. he  means by lrdtlmatThurndayorFridoy, butsttllmanychanoes 
The bus was still lacking the permit He asked Chaplin if he was aware that the off the job at the site of Expo 86, the general strike is not pulling down the to join in. Register atRiverledgeorTamitik. So get 
when it crashed Jan. 30. Two Saanich, B.C. speedometer had not been working for 
high school students,.who were among a several years and Chaplin replied: "I communications and transportation fair to government, but to use the labor rolling, walking, swimming, running... 
beheldin Vancouvei'in two yearS, was the movement to force the provincial group of studedts returning from a day of understand that now." 
skiing, died as a result of that accident. Chaplin explained latei" that his check Of first move in. labor's war against government toact in good faith. 
provincial government amendments to the Chaplin testified that he was one of three the speedometer was. meant o show only Labor Code. 
inspectors who went to Conmac's yard last that h einstrument was present, not that it ',If'the building trades engage in job | (~('~, I~] - ]~|  | I~ I~g'liR I~A|  I~ ~ 
November for a "random" inspection of was functional, action, the building trades will have the 
the company's buses• ' Chaplin also acknowledged that a couple full support of the, B.C. Federation of l j "v~"  vaa~,ffi, a ,~ a re ,  ~an,- .x,  ~ ~ H o m o ~  ~:.~ 
Earlier testimony has indicated the of items had been missed in his list• One Labor," Kube said. "We're in ~eonstant vismn t0r a'/, f o l ~  ~.?~. .  -:~,c:':'~ ff 
companyrequested the inspection and had was an inspection of the bus~s air vac- contact with the (council) and if they ~ H ~ ~  ¢:2 ,~ lk .x  '~."~ ~1 
log wail. porch area ~.~" 'A~WJ .~ ~ JJ( sought a special school bus permit for the euum, another was of the ventilation undertake any job action they will have the 3) c ~ ~ n . . ~ : ~ ~ ~  ~[ 
ill-fated bus. " system• support o f  the federation and any other i guesl house  ~ ~ |  
The inspectors followed a standard Daigneault also referred to extensive unions, s ~ l  mowto IT~' J :p_~. -~- '~ JA  
checklist provided under the Motor corrosion on the bus, and asked why in- The Labor Code amendments will allow vourl~ v. I~FIm~ rod., Tm I' | I! '. . .~"  U 
Vehicle Act regulations, Chaplin said• specters would not use a hammer to test the government todeclare projects such as , ~ ~ .  ,cm~om. ~.-..~ ~i/- . . . . .  
Coroner's counsel Ted Vaigneault noted the metal for soundness. Expo economic development projects and i bu~ to ~ ~,._,. ' " ' / "  . _:~ 
that a section of the checklist dealing with r "We ate conducting a minimum stan- open to all contractors and workers. The C ~ o n : 8 4 8 . 5 8 3 8  ~ ~ ~. 
road tests had not been completed and dard inspection," said Chaplin. "We have amendments also restrict secondary ~ ~ " . . . .  . '  
asked Chaplin whether inspections for never been 'instructed to perform other picketing and make it easier to certify or 
school buses requ!red road tests. : . than a vieiual inspection." . decertify a union local. . 
* lne . l  shareholders chosen to aid BCRIC 
VANCOUVER-- B.C. represent the interests'of 'nomination ~ directly to "We were l()okingfor a The fo l lowi .g  NOTICE OF  INTENTION TO PROCEED WITH 
Resources. Investment many B.C. Resources ~ h im.  group of individoa,~ who , reholdorwesappointed LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMMES 
Corporation has appointed shareholders who live :He explained the corn- would work well together member of the Committee 
ten shareholders from k~y outside the Lower mitteewas et up to gather and contribute different representing north coast No#ice Is hereby given pursuant o Section ~ of the Municipal Act that Council 
regions of British Mainland. shareholder questions and points of view to the and the Charlottes. Dr. of the District of Terrace Intends to proceed with the construction of certain 
Columbia to its newly- 
focned sharebolder liaison The ' 10 shareholder topicsC°ncerns' deserveddecide whicha ' discussions,",,For that reas n,Watsensaid'we chose r ttredMitchellphysicianGreene iSwhoa s mi.has worksplan, herelnaf~r, dascrlhed as a Local Improvement under the Initiatives 
committee, members of the committee management response, people, from different lived in Prince Rupert for 
The committee will act were chosen from a list of and suggest.ways of ira- occupations, age groups the past 25 years. He is an A. General D~crlptlon ~ the Work 
as' an information- more than 1,700 'proving • communications end tegions of the province alderman of the city of Upgrading (asrequlred) andappllcetlonofa twenty (20') foot (except where 
gathering channel for nominations submitted by ' between marmgement and to provide a broadcroes- Prince Rupert and a past otherwise indicated) wide strip of asphalt pavement on the following arrests: 
shareholders in British registered shareholders in shareholders, sect/on'of opinion." president of the Board of  
Columbia by funneling British Columbia during The Company currently Trade for northern B.C. TOTAL TOTAL CONHUTED COST/ 
investor concerns and March and April. At that Watson personally made has more titan 114,000 He is also a past president ................... S!RE-ETLS-L .............. C0Sr FRONTAGE C0ST FOOT 
c o m m e n t s t o time, BoardChairmanDon the fin~/I selection of registered shareholders of the Prince Rupert 1. SUNSET 0RIVE - HOLITOR TO HAUGIAND $45.969 3033.75' $15•15 S3.02 - 10 yrs. 
management. It was Watson invited all Committee members after and an estimated I•5 Chamber of Commerce. , 2. THOK~$ - STRAUN[ TO LABELIE $38,695 176J.25' $21.55 $3.$| 20 yrs• 
established by the com- shareholders ~ in the several weeks of research , " 
m i l I i o n b e a r e r 3. SKEENA - HAUGLAND TO KEITH : $59.56'1 2442.00' $24.39 ' $3.90 - 20 yrs. -pany pr imar i ly  to province to submit a and personal interviews• shareholders. Also on the And for the Car/boo and 
. : - -  committee will be the Central Interior Nancy 4. *TETRAULT - HAUGLAND TO ,EBER $ 3 4 , 0 | 0  |065.44' $3].9Z $5.~0 - 20 yrs. 
f ' - , , , , , - v , , , - , ,  - , , ,~o ,=" -=o '~ I I1~ compally's manager of Rlegie has been the part s. ~DrEK-KE,,EV*0BP~UN '• $8S.202 45~O.35' $17.21 $3,44 -10 yrs. 
: shareholder relations, owner of a secend hand e. *¶FEEHEY - ?ALUM TO CP.~ER . $31,299 1174•46' $26.65 $4•26 - Z0 yrs• 
Maureen Ross, and two store in downtown Prince losses on  trouble .-o.,Do,membem°f the board fwatson  aisoapartnorinamoblleGe°rgesince'9'm• shots, '• SI(EENA-HAUGLANDTOR|¥,, $,3.281 ,499•00' $1L3, $2.,7- ,0yr$• labor ,. o , , ,o - , , , , , , ,0 , - ,  $ZS.449 1051.14' ,~t4•21 .$3.S7-20yrs• 
committee chairman and home perk just outside of. 9. KEEFER - HAUGLAND TO FEENE¥ $28.751 1181•84' $24,21 $3,87 Z0 yrs• 
"VANCOUVER (CP) - -  Like British moditite5 will remdin firm throughout the Lunille Johnstone. senior town. She moved to Prince 
vice-president of RivTow George 10 years ago and is ; 10. HAUGLANO - NOLITOR X0 SUNSET $45,S01 Z471.|5' $16,Sl $2,54 - 20 yrs• 
Columbla's other major forest companies, yenr and begin ~approach levels required traits. Thai/rat meeting a former grade school ! ~1. MILLS - WEST OF BEACH $49,006 1979.0Z' $~4.7~ $3.96 - ~0 yrs. 
Crown Forest Industries Ltd. blames l~bor~ i.~ provide an acceptable return on our will be  held in Van- teacher with a degree in i 
disruptions for the:$6.9-million loss it;~:: investment," saidRust,  lZ• MN~NER NOLITOR TO BEACH $10,519 648.40' $14,95 $2.60 ~0 yrs• 
reperting in the first quarter of 19~.'~i~b /? :;The company isst/l/concerned about he cououver June 14. history. " 
Sa les  or theqtu~r.terwere$t37.5~)~,~,~/ W .  products ector  but  prices and I 13• CEOAR CRESCENT $64,:~39 33S7.|4' 119.14 I3.06 -20 yrs. 
down from $1~/~millien in  the ,~e i , :  demand are Up Somewhat, particularly in
period ayear earlt~i In the first qua'fter of ::: the lriterior of the province which sells to [ * (Th i r ty -s ix  (36') foot wide str ip  of  part.ant) 
19~3 the compan~.i~orded a net loss ol~ the United States. Coastal markets hip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  **{Twenty-four (:~4') foot ,|de strtp of pavement) ,,,,o,.,o. .er-- , Po l i ce  News  Furihernotlcalsllerebyglvenfllatacopyofthlanotlcehnsheenmalledtothe 
"These disruptions were particularly Rust is optimistic that Crown will make, owner(s) of the parcels of land liable to be specially charged for the cost of said 
untimely in that they prevented the at least, a small profit in 1984• . • works, and unless within one (1) month of the date of the publication of this 
company from taking advantage of the The company isin a good position to take . . . . . . . . .  , notice, ams ierlty of the owners representing at least one half of the value of the 
recovery in segments of : o~ major advantage of improvements in the pulp I ; parcels which are liable to be specially charged, petition the CounrJI of the 
.mrketa," Crown chairman Tom.Rust said and paper market and "provided U.S. District of Terrace not fo proceed with It, the work may be undertaken as a 
in .a news release Wednesday...  housingcenstruetinn does not weaken and TERRACE.r- Police report that at 1:05 this Local Improvement. 
During the first quarter both pulp an~J offshore lumber markets firm somewhat morning, a vehie!e driven by a Terrace man drove 
newsprint prices continued to improve, he ' by mid-year, our wood products operations into the back of the Inn of the West• The aectdemt Petitions hall be lodged with the Clerk-Admlfllldreter, and shall be deemed to 
said, The pulp industry was shut down for should begin to experience more favorable resulted in $3,000 damage to the vehicle and he presented tothe Council when so led0~l, of which every owner of s parcel of 
two months this spring until the pt'ovindal results•" building. Charges of impolred driving are pending, land liable to be specially chm'g~l under thm Programmm Is liable to fake 
government legislated an end to the labor The company said its 1984 first quarter Police arrested aTerrace man on Wednesday far notice and be governed accerdlnOly. 
dispute, results were favorably influenced by an possession ofmariJauns. He will appear in Terrace E.R. Ha,mr, Clerk.Amlnlstrator 
"There are strong indications that price increased rate for recoverable income court in June to face charges. Dlsh'lc4of Terrace 
end demand for both of these corn- taxes. 
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n CANADA PACKERS 7am 10ann SPECIALS ' i ,  . . i i 7am 10am ONLY " ," . 
 a,kC ........ ____;_,,,__,_,__1.79111, 'StroightLegJecnn, Rog,'23.S6 " 19"00.  
I - . • • / I • • ALLo. DAY SPECIALS ' ' J .  ' LADLES " . n 
i Hem Steaks $1 o49/I I 
. . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  - "  . . . . . . . .  I , . vo  ~ I 
• m' [] " ' ' LADLES ' " " " ' 1 ' 1 ~ ' ' 
~ ~ ' ~ o s ~ , ~ ~  i Striped Baseball SLhirts.. * $6000 I I 
I pinnows & Blankets ~~N%,~'~,~,t, I I ~.L.,  . ! 
j w,,esto~snast . , - -  ~lp'. ,owprlce I . :~• " 7nm' l °am,0Hiy  • "i~*~'~/~ 
I ' 7am loom - -  . - .  ' ; I J ALL IN STOCK ' I " h ` ~ . n q ' q "~d "~ ' "  q' m q A % 
. . . .  ~ off " ' ,~ ~.  q • + , • * d ' " " "k": . ' '  ' ' k~r " " ' " " * k regular i./ ~' 
• • ~/o woo,w0,h Dinin R m " "~ ~ ,ow~ ~,, I Ant n;,.,.,,i... . oo Furnuture . I  U 
| R i l  HNd~IV~VlVg  1 U ~ low price i i . . . .  " ' "  . . . . . .  . i  m 
w ' ' • ' ' . ,  • , ' "ALL IN STOCK . ."" ," I': " i ' O, off " . ;  :. I 'ALL DAY SPECIALS I I _  _. , . , 1 . . .  'in ' .  ~ ' [ ~ ' ]  A .  ' ' l i 
i . . . .  A j-o/_ 0; ,  * I i spc ~nesTerlrneuo :~eTs g V ,ow..,~e u 
!! K i te  ' ' ' ALL DAY SPECIALS I A i l  K i tes  i I : l  
I Ga, Barbecue $1n,n ,R ,R I  I I 
i Twin burner with tank Reg. ,;~,., I V V ® V V ! I so only I 
, " " ' ' . MAGNASONIC ,' It '" " " " 1 J ¢amperlBlankets $7 .oc),i114" Colour T.V, ' SgQQ QQI  I " , . , , . , ,  m • m m i ! ~'°"' ,  each ~ m  m O m ~  I WE RESERVE THE RIGH:r TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
~.. ;:~ '.~'~-' ,, ' . . . . .  ..' ,. ..* ;,~ " O,:~I~. . -" , " • ' ~,':,i~.~;,, ~,~'i!';.,:. " ~ '~  ' "'" One Day Early Bird SaleTam., l Oam 
r 
& Co"detioner ' I I 
" " ORUp MAI I~,  L ,Sl 69  l 
! s, A, . , , ,  O.L, " 
': • . - While quantities last. ' . 
• " ~ i The Herald, Thursday, May 17, 1984, IPago $ 
J l,~: J - TERRAOE-,,SHOPP|HG O|HTR| 16th AHNNVERSARY ~ 
, i  A m,~A- - -mu ~ I i~ ,Enter yBur EE~ooery tape to win: 
TAPE DRAW .!i ; nun--* 
HE PRIZE ONLY * or the value of your shopp in l  _ 0RE.PRiZE , , L , .  ~* °r0r~°. ~~:h l fv~° ; :  ~hr::tP: n '  
7,.llal m.l gl,.ilOnm I i  Brawl '  be made at 1O:O0am ,aturday,'-Nay 101,, 
Whi le '  s leeks  las t  • 
~a~j0 i l i ; :a l :  :,:: r o . .  $:U~i! i :S ~;ANAO A ,A  F ~: WAY I., UVl ,TS  O 
I ........... ,. . . . . . . . . . .  I I I I  I 
i 
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By The Associated Press 
Poland's Olympic 
Committee voted today to 
join the Soviet-led boycott 
of the Los Angeles Olympic 
Games, becoming the 10th 
country to pull out of the 
Games, the official Polish 
news agency PAP 
reported. 
Meanwhile, a Soviet 
news agency charged 
today that extremists 
acting in concert with the 
White House planned to 
use hundreds of apart- 
ments from which terrorist 
groups could kill or kidnap 
Soviet athletes competing 
in the Los Angeles Games. 
The pullout by Poland 
left only Romania among 
Moscow's • six East 
European allies undecided 
' ,  " :  . : . : .  : . .  I I : L : .  " Poland joins Soviet Oiymp,c 
about participation i the involvedin the preparation served as a basis for 
Games. There were in- 
dications the maverick 
Communist. country, the 
most independent of the 
Soviet-bloc countries, 
might go to Los Angeles. 
Sources.who attended 
the meeting of the 45- 
member Polish Olympic 
Committee said two 
athletes in attendance --
. Janusz Peciak and Irena 
Szewinska-  expressed 
"regret" that Poland 
would not go to the Games. 
In the latest round of 
Soviet criticism about U.S. 
arrangements for the 
Olympics, the semi-official 
news agency Novosti said: 
"Thore are at least 100 
of actions o f  physical provocations •.against 
extermination against Soviet citizens," Novosti 
Soviet athletes and their said. 
harassment and • kid- It said U.SI security 
napping during the forces had planted 
• Olympiad." terrorists in the : Los 
REPEATS CHARGE Angeles .01ympic  
Novesti repeated the Organizing Committee. 
Soviet aecusatton that The U.S. has repeatedly 
Washington had  co- said that it offered the 
operated with the Ban the Soviet Union Sufficient 
• sov ie ts  coalition that. security guarantees at the 
opposed Soviet pai'- Games and has pledged to 
ticipation in the Olympics obey all provisions of the 
and said the U.S. State Olympic charter. 
Department had refused to Edgar Best, chief of 
control the activities of security for the Los 
such groups during the Angeles Games, said 
1984 Summer Games. Wednesday that demon- 
"Hundreds" of secret stratora will,be prevented 
apartments were being from protesting even if 
they enter an athletic site 
as tic.ketholders and that a 
avowedly, te r ror i s t  prepared all •over Los 
organizations that Were• Angeles that must have 
Olympic basketbal l  . 
Triano paces Canadian team 
(CP) --  Canada l~eld off a which the top three offence with 22 points, top of us." ' 
late rally by Cuba for an 
85-75 victory at the 




The victory gave the 
Canadian team first place, 
with a 2-0 record, in the 
nine-country, single round- 
robin competition from 
countries qualify for the centre Greg Wiltjer of 
Summer Olympic Games Victoria added 17 .and 
at Los Angeles. •guard Tony Simms of 
In other action Wed- Toronto had 1L 
nesday, Mexico, which Canada held as much as 
Canada trounced t01-72 a 17-point lead in the dirst 
Tuesday, upset Puerto half and a 44-34 advantage 
Rico 93-87. at the half only to have the 
Team captain Jay.  Cubans us~ a :full-court 
Triano of Niagara Falls, press to close the gap to 
Ont.. raced the Canadian four paints •in the final 
Boxer dies 
BANGKOK (AP) -- The 
referee of a bout in which 
Thailand's second-ranked 
featherweight boxer 
suffered fatal head injuries 
was quoted Thursday as 
saying he could not stop 
the one-sided contest 
because both fighters were 
still throwing punches. 
Wittaya Watchara, 21, 
whose boxing name was 
Saensak Osotsapha, died in 
hospital Monday after an 
unsuccessful operation to 
repair brain damage and a 
blood clot in his brain. 
neurosurge;n who 
operated on Saensak, the 
first Western-style boxer 
in Thailand to die from 
injuries inflicted in the 
ring, said Saensak was 
"80-90 per cent dead" when 
he arrived at the hospital. 
An official of Army 
Television Channel 7, 
which organized the 
match, said he spoke with 
the referee, Virat 
Vilaraks, on Wednesday. 
He quoted Virat as 
saying he felt sad about he 
match; : : " ' 
minutes of play. ' 
Triano returned the 
pressure and forced three 
key turnovers ~ that i the 
Canadian players were 
able to convert for points to 
clinch the game. 
"I got most of my points 
when the game opened up 
right at the .'end,". said 
Triano. "We were able to 
do well early because we 
really wanted to." 
Forward G~rry 
Kazanowski of Na~aimo, 
B.C. ,  had 10 points and 
Danny  Meagher  o f  St. 
Cathar ines ,  Ont. ,  added 
n ine.  
MAINTAIN POISE 
..~'/,T~.,ey~: ca~ o.ut,:in, the,. 
He never  
consciousness after a but didn't have a chance to 
flurry of head blows sent because Saensak was still 
him to the canvas in the fighting. H Saensak's back. 
eighth round Of a was against he ropes, I 
scheduled 10-round match would have given the 
Sunday against champion champion a win on a TKO 
Duangprasert Sorosom- (technical knockout), but 
boon. Soensak was still punching 
Promvong Peeraboon, a him." 
recovered .... '/I tried to stop the fight, ..last, eight,,to,10.minutes.. 
pressuring us al l  Over," 
said guard Eli Pusquale of 
Sudbury, Ont., who had 
eight points 
"They used their whole 
bench. We maintained our 
poise, but they wore us eut 
a bit. Everytim,~ we had 
the ball a guy was right on 
Head coach Jack 
Donohue of Ottawa thought 
his club could play more 
consistently. 
"I 'm never absolutely 
pleased until the 
tounament is over, but the 
scores from the first two 
games have been good," 
Donohue said. 
"Today we didn't control 
the ball the way we waned 
to at the end~of the game. 
We need .diseipline. We 
don't have people who 
don't want to do what they 
are told, but we do have 
some that have to react 
better in that situation." 
Canada' plays the 
Dominican . Republic 
tonight, Argentina on 
Friday and Puerto Rico on 
Saturday before getting its 
first day  of rest. The 
Canada plays Uruguay 
next Monday, Panama 
next Tuesday and finishes 
the tournament againsl 












THURSDAY - 5 p.m. 
5 6 7 
-2  a.m. 
9 12 1.3 
KOMO 4 Hawaii KING S Hockey Mister 
News Five.O News Night Rogers 
Can't Co~'t Can't In ' Bullnu~ 
Can't Con'S Can't Canada Report 
ABC News NEC Can't MecNell 
News Hour News Can't Lshrcr 
KOMO 4 Can't Top Can't News 
News Can't Story Can't Hour 
WKRP in 
Canada Ln 





















Wheel at Enterlulnment Can't r Life How to ~on' t  Glory 
Fortune Cincinnati Tonight Can't Around Us MalMsln Can't an/re " 
Weeknlght Littl l lt TIC Tec Can't Wild PueIs and Con,t Cockburn 
Can't H obo Dough Can't A nlmale SpM~ Cen't C~xl't 
ABC p~j.gnum" Olmme Entertain Mystery Design L.e Cm't 
Movie Break Tohlght Can't Intorloro Tolelournsl cm't ' 
Special Can't Family Love Can ' t  Naedl~raN Let ., ~'t  
From Can't T i l l  Connection Coo't Cowl Evulons C~nl 
Russia Live It Cheers TBA ~ Grist Growing Cllebree Glork 
With Up Can't TBA Chefs , ' . ' Yenrl Can't Can't 
Love Bizarre Duck TBA The All New Basic C~,llea on Can't 
Can't , Can't Factory TBA This Old Houml Electricity Herbs Con,t 
20.20 Hill Hill National W.C. ~ll lds Vista Lll Vie Can't 
Can't Street Street National . Festival . • Promise Can't 
Can't Blues Blase Journal Can't Cinema Can't 
Can't Coo't Can't Journal Can't Touche , Can't 
KOMO 4 CTV News KING S National Evlmlng IN~ Top 
News News News Night Final Edltlon • Rink 
AaC Hour The Three's Michael Man Boxtho 
News Final Tonight Comnenv Smith Ce l l in i  ~t  r 
Eye on * The Show 6ernoy Latenight L ~ ' f  
Hollywood Late Con'l Miller Amsrlca Cofl't 
The 5h0W Late Can't Sports 
Saint Night Cm'l Center 
Can't Irma " ' with David CBS The 
Can't Le Lettermon Movie Initlnnon 
KOMO 4 Douea , " KING S YOU Can't Can't 
News Waltons News Go Home C0n't 
Good 




:~  Workout 
The Edge 
:4~ Of Night 
10: :  ' . . . .  













: lS Hospital 
Can't 
:. Can't 
Woman to :. Wom.n 
145 Can't 
4~ L,v,.t, i Can't 
Can't , 
;45 Can't 
FRIDAY - 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 






























Don . " r Con'1 
Hereon Can't 
ShOW Con'1 
Fantasy ' People's 
Island COUrt 









































slleme Rcod All 
Street About It 
Can't Thins MOuvlment 
~on't AbOUt TOUrs 
Up ClOSe Collerl' Pessl- 
Word Shop Choice pe~ . , 
Community NINK1fGcrnft Anlmaewle 
Bookblrd ~on't Can't 
Science Sowlog . AU Nard 
Art MoLar I~WOr du ~.  
Body Works Prolect Let Amls 
TUnoO In Unlv lrot  de Mn Amls 
Why in Pacq~ll'l Avis de ' 
She World Law R~¢herche 
'Rilnbow's , CoWl ' Alia 






















Inventive Galen Tag ~ Cofl',t 
Draw Man e l l  ~ Can't Can't 
Music end Me At'VIMISIn| Au The 
Let's Drew World Jo~r Wild 
Movie Mldh le poby 
Break Can't Jcmr C,~n*t 
He OED Tell CmYt 
Walked • ~th  F lg l l la l~ Coifs 
by GED Runes 
Night Grammar pelMr~ . Challenge ' 
Great, Voyage Du SOUl ~ ' 
Chefs CO~'I Ou Zoo Con'S 
$#slamo ' Fllxlbln albino COfl~ 
Street Reading Cou't CO~'I 
Can't Thet Other ~s l~ J r  Can't 
Can't World Ro~ll Can't 
] boycott 
ban on demonstrattons wi l l  .V ietnam, .  Cze~0slovakia;: emergency meeting of the, •president of the (~hinese 
extend even to T-shirts Afghanistan and LeOs. ~ " lntei'nationul Olympic. Olympic Commlttee'.~ld 
bearing slogans. Polish Olympic teams Committee in Lausanne, he  hopes the. Soviets 
Protesters  "Would  never have not been as  stroug Switzerland; on Friday to reconslde r the~ :~ :V,' ith- 
get close enough to h a~le recently as in past years, 
athletes ' Or  foreign but ~efencing, wrestling', 
dignitaries,'! Best said. boxing, i weightlifting, 
As I~th sides continued sailing and track and field 
charging and counter -  teams were expected to 
charging, Hungary on win medals in Los Angeles 
Wednesday and Poland LAUSANNE MEETING 
today became the ninth Despite the ongoing 
and 10th countriesto with- hostilities,. Peter 
draw from• the Games, Ueberroth, president of the 
following the lead of the Los Angeles Olympic 
Soviet Union, Bulgaria, Organizing Committee, 
East Germany, Mongolia. prepared to attend an 
try to reverse theSoviet .drawal.~: .i, - , , . i - i  
decis ion. , ~ . " -  ' . . ; / i , .  !; .  i : :  
r PIOC director "Monique .. Z hang.,__ sh!pngj i ,  was 
Berlioux .said today in/ q u.oce~ OY mVo~c'_u/ 
Lausanne that the top .u..mnese news~:n~Y s 
Soviet and . American :. ~nua as say.n.l.l.l.l.l.l.ng,n,e o~ 
Olympic officials have positive, resmm:; ";w0mo 
agrsed t0 meet face to face emerge. : ~rom : me 
in a separate meeting 'emergency: meeting in 
Friday to discuss the Switzerland. TheChineso 
boycott, have said they have'no 
intention of joining the 
In China today, the boycott. 
HAVANA' (CP)  - -  It is . However, from there on, 
niission accomplished for the issue is far from set- 
the • Canadian women's t ied.  
basketball team. Next atop Originally, only the top 
- -Los Angeles. four teams fron/ the 19 
With a 79-68 triumph countries*who began play 
Wednesday night over May S were to earn berths 
South Korea, Canada in the Games, joining the 
earned a berth in the 1984 United States and the 
Summer Olympics by Soviet Union in the 
Women's basketball 
Next stop;Los Angeles 
finishing third at the Olyml~lc tournament. 
women's qualifying HOST COUNTRY 
tournament with a 5-2 The United States has an 
record in the final round, automatic" berth as host 
Along the way, the country and the Soviet 
Canadians handed tour-.. Union was  in the tour. 
nament champion China namant as defending world 
• its'only defeat and, in nine champion. 
games during the 12-day ~ However, when the 
competition, the "! Soviets announced last 
Canadians lost only to week theywillnotcompete 
YugoslaHa in a" in the Games, tournament 
preliminary-round match organizers decided to let 
and to .Cuba in the the fifth-place team here 
qualifying round, act as a replacement -,- if 
"We played better and the Soviets don't change 
better as the tournament heir minds. 
progressed," said head Since then, several other 
coach Don McCrae of Communist countries have 
Waterloo, Ont., who now •said they will support he 
has guided the team to 10 Soviet stanee and stay 
top.three finishes in 16 away from ~ Los Angeles, 
international tournaments including Hungary which 
during his tenure, made the announcement 
China and Yugoslavia earlier Wednesday. 
join Canada in the Los And on Wednesday 
Angeles Games. China night, Hungary's upset of 
finished with a 6-1 record Yugoslavia gave it a 4-3 
. after beating, Australia 69; : ' , r~i 'd  iind:~ourth ~lace in* 
'64. Yugoslavia ended up 5-2 the qunH~in'g"r~i~d'. 'I? 
after being upset 74-59 by' Cuba', which' W~isl upset " 
Hungary, but placed 79-75 by previo~ly winless 
second because of its Czechoslovakia, finished 
earlier win over Canada..fifth, but indications now 
Holmes  tr ies to 
salvage *fight 
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) said he has pulled out of 
--  Larry Holmes says he'ff the f ight -  but will 
take a pay cut and might reconsider if offered $1 
even turn promoter, if million more. 
necessary, to salvage his Holmes said Wednesday 
he has already taken a $2- 
. million purse cut and is 
willing to have his original 
$12.3.million purse eut 
further to pull off "the 
jeopardized bout. 
" I f  duly one half comes 
are '  growing that the 
Cubans also will support 
the Soviet stance. 
I f  Hungary and Cuba 
stay out of the Olympics, 
that leaves sixth-place 
South Korea and seventh- 
place Australia, beth with 
2-5 records, as their 
replacements. 
In effect, that leaves the 
United States, China, 
Canada nd Yugoslavia to 
battle it oUt for the medals 
in this event. 
But the Canadian women 
won't be sidetracked by 
that issue. As far as~ey 
are eoneerned, they  
qualified legitimately. . 
SMITll SCORES 19 
"It Used to be our 
defence that brought us 
wins, but flow we have an 
offensive game that can 
compete with anyone," 
said Bey Smith of Salmon 
Arm, B.C,, who with Sylvia 
Sweeney of Montreal, 
paced the Canadian of- 
fence with 19 points each 
I P 
scheduled June 8 fight with 
South African Gerrie 
Coetzee, the World Boxing 
Association heavyweight 
champion. 
Meanwhile, Coetzeet in a 
report published today, 
against ~ South Korea. 
Smith averaged 18 points a 
game in the finalround. 
If there has been one 
weakness McCrae has 
uncovered, it is the lack of 
height compared, to; the 
other Olympic .finalists. 
Canada was missing its 
tallest prospect' -- 
Charlotte Lasschen of 
London, Ont. --~wben'the 
six-foot-eight forward had 
to attend classes a t the  
University of California. 
Lusschen wou ld  be 
available for the Olympics, 
although her youth and 
inexperience would have to 




"I think we have a 
chance for  a .medal at 
L.A.," he said. "Two 
months ago I wouldn't 
have said that. ;. 
"But I think our '  i)er, 
formance over nine games 
here means we con stay 
with anyone." , : 
I I 
in for me, I'll be happy," after thanking the Redskins and his family for their 
. . said Holmes. "I reduced sPeters also thanked Rozelle for having the "un. Tm ¢ tl S my chequ~$2 million * derstanding and faith that l could make a contrihution to
~8 C O~ already and I'm willing to the NFL in light of what I had done. : / ' I 
reduce it even more." "I learned a lot from my experience," Peters aid of the 
In Joharmesburg, ' the court-ordered community work he has'performed during 
daffy Citizen qtioted ," his suspension. 
Coetzee assay ing in a 
telephone interview from 
Los Angeles where he is 
training, "I pulled out of 
the fight on Tuesday night 
after a meeting with all 
involve. 
"I "had been training 
half-heartedly •over the 
past fortnight (two Weeks) 
because of problems 
sur~roueding the fight. At 
this stage, the possibility 
that I will fight Holmes is 
very remote. I doubt if the 
fight ",~ill ever come off." 
Despite the problems, 
Coetzec, whose was to get 
an estimated $3.5 million 
for the fight, said, "If they 
come back to me and offer 
me a million more, I will 
reconsider." 
Holmes said JPD 
4,. 
BA|BaALL . ' 
American League 
Banimoro orioles assign' catcher 
Orlando Ssnchez to Rochester of the 
international League.' 
Kansas City Roynls activate 
ouffio clef Willie Wilson; nell cat. 
, cher 
Orlando Ssnchez tO gmnlmore. 
Toronto glue Jays option infielder 
Kolly Gru lxr  to Syrocuso of tho 
Iqternotlonsl League,  
National League 
New York Mats ncnvohl out • 
ns lMr  Jerry Martin; opnon in .  
f i e lder  Rose 
Jones to Tidewater of the in• 
temoflousl League. 
Pittsburgh Pirates place OUt- 
fielder Brian Harper on the iS.day 
disabled list; purohete the contract 
of outfielder Benny Oletafnno from 
Hswnn o~the Pacific Coast League. 
FOOTBALL 
, ¢FL 
MontFnni Concor~lae sign 
Ilnobncknrs Orlando, Flenagsn and 
Rotes "Norman. 
and' running back Owalue Wilson. 
NP i . .  
• At lMto Falcons Sl~n defensive 
INKk Rod M¢Swilfl, ruonthg hock 
H*wrltt 
Dl~on I I I  and kicker I~on e lssucch 
Deriver Sroncos sign dofensIVe 
~md Rulon Jones to,.  ear!as ol one- 
year 
contracth~ 
Green Bay Peckors sign tight end 
Henry ¢flllde. . ,  
NN York Jots llsfl quorttrbe¢ks 
, Jan EnglIM1, Gary Schofleld, Giles 
ihvnrlo and Bruce all, his, place• 
kicker • Barry ¢avagnaro~ running 
I~ks  
Jamle I J k l le ,  Dennis Sil~m nnd 
safety Died Baloney to fret-agent 
r.mtr~cts. 
lid Lotlil ¢lreleels elan tight Ikld 
Richard Dark, centre Chris Ssblnl 
art Shorts Sp 
. ,  ~:)~. ~k.~i~:~ ~".,,~.i . ' . . ,= .  . . . . . . . . .  . . ; . . , ,  
I HI L~ 
KITCHENER, Ont. (CP) -- Brian Kffrea may be 
coaching in the National Hockey League next year, but it 
won't be with Toronto Maple Leafs. 
It had been reported Kllrea, who has been coach of 
Ottawa 67s for 10 years, had been talking with Leaf 
management and had sold his Ottawa home. 
Kilrea, however, denied both rumors. 
Cord Stellick, an executive assistant with the Leafs,: 
said Toronto would ac(~ept an application from Kilrea, but. 
hasn't alked with him and has no plans to do so. ' 
Kiirea guided the 67s to the Ontario Hockey League 
championship this season. 
WASHINGTON (AP)  - -  All.pro'safety Tony Peters Of 
Washington Redskins, suspended last year by the 
National Football League following his arrest and con- 
viction 'on drug trafficking charges, was reinatated 
Wednesday by NFL commissioner Pete Rozelle. 
Peters met Monday with Rozelle in the commissioner's" 
New York office. 
"This is a very happy tim e for me," s~id Peters, 31, 
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - -  Adrian Dantley of Utah 
Jazz, named Wednesday the National Basketball 
Association's comeback player of the year, says he put a 
lot of pressure on himself to prove he .wasn't washed up 
from a serious wrist injury. " r " 
Not only dld Dantley reboundfrom torn ligamentaln his 
shooting wrist, he became the NBA's scoring champion, 
learned anew position and led his team to its first winning 
season in.franchise history. ~ ' 
"I have a lot of'pride in myself," Dantleyl said by 
telephone from Indiana when informed he'd won the 
award. 
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) " Cuba continued to '  
remain silent on its plans for the Summer Olympics, but a 
Caribbean Olympic official said Wednesday he expects 
the Cubans to join the Soviet-led boycott. 
. . . .  i have my serious doubts that Cuba will attend the I~o~ 
Angeles Games," said German Rieckehoff, chairman of 
the Puerto Rico Ol~mpic Committee and a member of the 
International Olympic Committee. • . 
Cuba is the region's strongest Olympic competitor, 
having won 20 of Latin America's 28 medals at the I~0 
Moscow Summer Olympics. 
Productions of Dallas, Manuel Genzalez Guerra, chairman of the Cuban 
Winch has been struggling . " . _  . . . . . . .  Olympic Committee, told a newspaper here in a telephone 
tO provnle truanting mr me , • • ' . . . . .  1 --  ,ntervmw that no decimon has been made. • 
flight, may get addk one - -  , . . . .  
money and still wunts to VALLETTA, Malta .(AP) --  European sports ministe~ 
.' hold the bout at Caesars approve~ on Wednesday an anti.drug charter and cal led 
' Palace if possihle. ' for a return of the original spirit 0f peace to the0!ympic 
Caessrs Palace an- Games . ' . .~  ,..,.:~i . ,• ,. 
nounced Tuesday it was The ministers, in aresoiution at  theend of a two,day 
dropping plansfor the fight conference, called fur "a return to the'original Olympic, 
because promoters had Games," which they said have always been "an invitation 
,,d wl~, recolv,r mc,ard o,,. failed to meet contractual to peace and mutual understanding." . 
, seats ,  Ioahnwks s ign  w lde  ' obligations. KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - -  Kansas City Royals have 
receiver Beryl Turr,~ to a swiss of A spokesman for 
Caesars confirmed hotel activated outfielder Willie Wilson, making room for him 
• by selling Orlando Sanchez to Baltimore Orioles, the, 
officials are willing to American League baseball team announced Wednesday, 
meet wit.h Holmes about Wilson, who was suspended through May 15 following 
o~year  contracts. 
U$11L • 
J,ckNnvUie Bal*. announce tho 
mlgnoflon bf prnlclont Silly Cash. 
PlttsllNirl~ Maulors re lem piece- 




al l f fa|o iaSres announce the 
resIgnonon of agsIofant coach 
Goiden 
(Red) Bamnsa,, who access the 
Marl coaching Job at the Unlvorslly 
of 
Michigan. 
the fight, his cocaine-related conviction, was to be in uniform 
Wednesday night when the Royals completed a threc-~ 
game series in Chicago against he White SOx. 
E Kansas City did not say how much cash it received for 
Sanchez, 27, who formerly played for St. Louis Cardinals 
of the National League. 
Baltimore assigned Sanehez to Rochester, the Orioles" 
Class AAA ehtry in the lntemation~ League. 
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Orioles release Jim Palmer 
BALT IMORE (AP) ; '  
Jim Palmer, a 208-game 
winner seeking to.prolong.• 
his career with another 
baseball club, was placed 
on unconditional release 
~#aivers today by  
Baltimore .Orioles. 
The move allows the 38- 
year-old right-hander to 
pursue his goal of 300 
victories, 
To replace Palmer on 
the roster, the American 
League team recalled 
pitcher BiN Swaggerty 
from Rochester of the 
Intcrnational League. 
"In reviewing our 
schedule to/" the remainder 
of the season, and con- 
sidering the composition of 
our pitching •staff, it was 
apparent to us that Jim, 
who is a starter and not a 
reliever, would not be. 
getting many more 
" ':, starts," said general 
Hanky Panky's  baserunn.er.was safe on this shutout Hanky Panky's 13-0 in their men"s manager Hank Peters, 
play.  as  Wayside f i r s t  baseman George: • sis.pitch league game .Wednesday night at "We didn't want to use 
Monaghan .reaches fo r '  the.bal l .  Wayside- ' Riverside Park. " 5im out of the bullpen in 
,~ i : '  : ; . i .  . situations that would 
UAB, Wayside ,winners ~' ,  - • , ', ~ . 
.,' :": : ., '. , , :  pitchers. 
In.men'aslo-pltchgnmes inning on a pair of walks locked back as they went Friday night at Riverside ~ "At .the same time, 
on to score two more in the 
second and broke the game 
open in the third inning, 
scoring four runs on three 
hits. 
° Hanky  Panky 's  
managed three base- 
runners in the top of the 
seventh to  threaten the 
• shutout but with one away 
• however, we feel it is Wednesday night at 
• Riverside Park, UAB 
• dewn~d Kokanee 8-6 and 
Wayside shutout Hanky 
Pa l~ 's  13.0, 
In the  f i r s t  game 
Kokenee took an early 2-6 
lead on a single, error and a 
follow-up single in the f i rst  
inning,~ They held UAB 
where Gulf Loggers plays necessary to have another 
Takhar and Gu.s'..Rec 
center takes on "Skeena 
Hotel. ";,: 
Four teams from the 
local league will also be'  
attending a tournament in
Prince George this 
weekend, Kokanee, 
Williams, SKB, and 
Terrace Builders will be 
• After Palmer's 20-year 
association with the 
Orioles, the club offered to 
retire him at full pay and 
keep h im 'in the 
organization i a capacity 
yet to be determined, 
Peters said. He said 
Palmer also could have 
accepted'assignment to 
another club or request his 
release. 
Noting Palmer chose the 
• release option, Peters aid, 
"We hope that he will be 
able now to consider his 
opportunities for the future 
at his leisure." 
Peters's cordments were 
in a written statement 
made available prior to a 
news conference with 
Palmer and Orioles of- 
ficials. : " 
Palmer, a three-time Cy 
Young Award winner 
participating in the 24:'"' 
whose most recent outing 
for Baltimore was a mop- 
up appearance in a 12-2 
defeat,-is convinced he is• 
not finished as a produc- 
tive major leaguer.• 
:reflect on his reputation But after posting.only/~ 
and stature as  •one of 5-4 record last year while 
baseball's all-tim~ starting pitching 762-3 innings, he 
was 0-3 this season with a 
9.17 earned run average. 
Manager Joe Altobelli 
dropped Palmer as a 
pitcher on the staff who starter after one of hip 
can work. effectively as frequent injtwies, and went 
• both a reliever and :spbt/: with a four-man rotation 
starter." ~ that has worked. 
and a pair of singles. 
Kokaneo managed two 
more runs in the top of the 
ninth but it ,wasn't enough 
and UAB came away with 
the 8-6 Win. 
In the late game Cllnt 
Marshall pitched a 13-0 
seven inning shutout for 
Wayside Grocery as they 
scoreless until the fifth, defeated Hanky panky's, L Wayside put together a 
inning when they scored Wayside ~ came out home and first double-play 
two:to tie the game. blazing in the first inning tosave the shutout ana win 
UAB added one more in scor ing one run and the game 13.0. " 
Palmer, who at 20 in 1966 
became• the youngest 
player to pitch •a World 
Series shutout, joined the 
Orioles in 196~ after one 
season In the minors. 
After winning 15 games 
in 1966, injuries .limited 
him to just 49 innings of 
major league pitching the 
next two seasons and his 
career almost ended. 
,¢ 
J IM  PALMER,  : 
Torn shoulder muscles 
sidelined him for 42 days in 
1969, but' four days after 
coming off the disabled list 
he hurled his lone cater  
no-hitter. 
• After going 16-4 in 1969, 
Palmer won 20 or more 
games in eight of the next 
nine seasons and the Cy 
Young Award in 1973-75-76. 
Throughout, it all ,  
Palmer frequently got into 
hot water with manager 
Earl Weaver, and on oc- 
casion with teammates, 
over his refusal to pitch 
unless he was virtually 
free of pain. 
Alihough e was paid far 
less than pitchers with 
lesser records, Palmer 
refused to test free agency 
and said he wanted to 
finish his career with the 
Orioles. 
But after pitching well in 
spring training, :.Palmer 
started slowly this season 
and lost favor with 
management by being a 
sometimes unwilling 
participant. 
With Palmer pitching 
only 172-3 innings, the 
lowest total on the staff, 
and Altobelli's reluctance 
to upset he new four-man 
rotation, a move was in- 
dicated, 
Details of the agreement 
were made final in a meet 
ng following Wednesday 
night's game against 
California Angels. 
The club wanted Palmer 
to retire and stay with the 
organization. But Palmer 
win be looking for another 
job . .  
_Baseball roundup_ 
Boddicker wins  again 
thesixthandthenexploded leaving three stranded on Next scheduled games 
for. five runs in the eighth • •five hits. They never for men's giG-pitch are 
Memorial cup_ , ,  
L 
team ~ men's sin-pitch By The Associated Press Indians 5-2. Jim Rice also 
tournament., i:..MikeBoddicker pitched had a solo homer for 
a six-hitter and Mike  Boston. 
: .  Young drove in two runs RANGERS WHIPPED 
, with a single in Jim Sundberg and Jim 
~Baltimore's three-run fifth Gantner drove in two runs 
from a 5-1 deficit. 
CUB POWER 
In the National League, 
Leon Durham, Jody Davis 
and Ran COy homered as 
Chicago Cube overpowered :Revenge motivates Kitchener 
~KITCHENER,Ont (CP) goals. "We were pretty 
--  The official sco~eshect embarrassed losing at 
will show that Ottawa 67s home to Ottawa in the 
were the home team playoffs." 
Wed/iesday night. But 'The 67s had beaten the 
reality told a different Rangers in the eight-point 
story, final 8-2, winning three 
Kitchener Rangers were games and " tying two. 
designated as the visitors, Kitchener earned its way 
they wore their blue away here as host of the national 
unifOrmS • and weren't able championship by finishing 
to~get:theqa~t~tinp change 
before a faeeeff. But they 
puttmg too much stock in 
the win --  which evened 
the head-to:head record 
between the two clubs to 4- 
4-2. 
"This is a hell of a 
hockey club," said Barrett 
of the 67s. "We had to 
execute or the score could 
have been the reverse. 
"We worked well, but finishing their checks and, 
i'. 'inning as the Orioles 
defeated California 5-0 
. Wednesday night for their 
17 1 '~ "~- ": . . . . . . . .  J "~- 15th victory in their last 19 
- 4.,  .~.[-~t p,~rsuu, t |~ "starts ' 
Rangers jumped to a 4.1' . . . .  " . . . . .  ' 
lead. . Bodmcxer, 4-~, won nis 
A QUICK START ' 'i fourth straight decision, 
"That's what they stranding seven California. 
needed," said LeBlanc, runners in scoring 
who faced 38 shots overall, position. 
"That's how you win . The Orioles loaded the 
games, bases in the fifth on a 
"After that they were single by As" Bumbry, a 
:..first oxernU:~in~:the OHL some pig~.~ts the puck ,just ;~taking,'ti1~.~:m~n 0tlt,, Anc~ 
regular season. " .... b~ .... f ....... " '  . . . . .  g m or You.,, '" " " '~the:defenee'.~was"n~aking~ 
,:..~.~ill~/.were!;4~un~:sup~i.;.;,:;.,Dtta~va/:'coach., Brian That's. • an. un- somebig passe~ out'of the 
"~r t~ ~by 7,226 fans at •Irea wasn't bothered by dersta~ement since the zone." 
Kitchener Memorial the absurd situation of Rangers have averaged Just as they had done 
Auditorium as they being,the home team. eight goals while winning against the Voisins and 
dumped their Ontario FEEL AT EASE their three round-robin Maria Lemieux, the 
apiece in a five-run second Cinnicati Reds 10-4 to 
inning to power Milwaukee climb into first place in the 
Brewers to a 6-1 victory National League East, a 
over Texas Rangers. half game ahead of New 
Chuck Porter scattered York. Durham hit a two- 
eight hits for the Brewers, run homer in the first, 
walking • one and striking Davis led off the second 
out seven as Milwaukee with a homer and COy hit 
went over the .500 mark for his in the th!rd. 
the first time this season.. 
Alan Trammell's triple An error by third 
keyed a five-run Detroit baseman Hubie Brooks on 
first inning, and the •Tigers Jeff Leonard's grounder 
walk to Jim I)wyer a~nd went onto a 10.1 victory allowed pinch-runner Joe 
&n,o~e.~,.~n~e,~bx ~ati, iover~Se~tt le'Mariners to Pittman to score the 
~p~,..,~.~n~bi~,~Jco~,ed ~: i'tul tht~ir rot'he'd' to'29-5: ,winning~un ,in :a. three-run 
on, Murray S force ai~d, '~i l t  Wilcox, 5-0, scatterer, ninth inning that gave San 
after Wayne Gross drew a four hits over six innings, Francisco a 4-3 victory 
two-out walk to reload~ walking two and striking over New York Mats. 
the bases, Young, a rookie, out five. George Foster homered 
for New York. 
singledon an 0-2 pitch from Dave Winfield smashed Nolun Ryan pitched a 
over' Atlanta Braves. 
LaPoint worked the first 
eight innings and Sutter 
pitched a hatless ninth for 
his ninth save. 
' On the West Coast in the 
NL, Terry Francona and 
Pete Rose each had three 
hits, Francuna scoring 
twice and Rose driving in a 
pair, as Montreal beat San 
Diego 3-2 and handed the 
Padres their ' seventh 
straight .loss. Charlie Lea 
got his sixth victory. 
Steve Carlton crashed 
his first career grand slam 
homer and notched his 
first victory since opening 
day .... as Philadelphia 
Phillies defeated ,.. Los 
Angeles Dodgers 7-2 for 
their sixth straight victory. 
Carlton worked seven 
innings, giving up six hits 
to even his record at 2-2. 
Hockey League rivals 7-2. 
Although Kitchener 
coach Tom Barrett hought 
the win was more 
motivated by the desire to 
earn' a berth in the 
Memorial Cup final 
Saturday instead of 
revenge, defenceman 
Dave Shaw disagreed, 
"I think revenge played 
a big part of it - -  at least 
for the players," said 
Shaw, who scored two 
B seb xH 




• W L Pet. GEL 
Chicago 20 14 .586 - -  
New York 19 14 ,$76 'h 
Phllaclelphlo 19 16 .543 1',~ 
Montreal 19 17 .S26 2 
st. Louis " 10 19 .486 3,/2 
Pittsburgh 12 20 ,375 7 , 
West Division 
LCV~ Angola 23 11 .550-  
Cincinnati t9 11 .ago I 
Atlanta 16 17 .514 1~ 
San ,.Diego 16 18 ,5t)0 2 
Houston 15 21 ,417 $ 
"San Francisco 14 gg,,gS9 6 
Weclnesclly RasuHs 
San Francisco 4 New York 3 
Houston 1 Plflsborgh 0 
St. Louis 4 Atlanta 2 
Chicago tO Cincinnati 4 
Montreal 3 San Diego 2 
Philadelphia I LOS Angeles 2 
Today's Games 
Atlanta at St, Louis 
' Chicago at Cincinnati 
,Montreal at San Diego 
. Friday Games 
Hoult0n at Chicago 
ATLANTA AT Plnlbur0h N 
Cincinnati at St. Louis N , 
New York at San DIIgo N 
Montreal at Los AngelOl N 




W L PCt. OEL 
Oerrolt 29 S ,SO3 - -  
Toronto 21 13 .618 d 
, Baltimore 20 17 .541 I0~ 
'. Milwaukee 17 16 .$1S 11~A 
New York 16 19 ,4S7 13~ 
. Cleveland 13 t8,,419 14~ 
Soat0n 18 21 ,411 16 
Welt DiVision. • 
California 20 .19 ,S13 - -  
Chicago 1| 10 .go0 
Minnesota 19'"19 ',S00 d, 
Oakland 10 '20 ,414 1V~ 
Seettlk 
Kanl4a City 
T I ) ( I I  
"I think a lot of our games. Ottawa finished 2- Rangers took the wingers Mike watt, 4-3. a two-run homer in the five-hitter to outduel John 
players likeplayinghere," t, the Western Hockey away fromthecentre. ..Elsewhere in the bottom of~ei0thinningto Candelaria, and Phil : ~ - ~ - - " - ~  
said Kilrea, whose 67s now League representatives 1-2 "The only way to beat. American League, pinch- rally New York Yankees to Garner's double drove in 
must meet  Kamloops and the Quebec Major Ottawa is to get the people hitter Rick Leach tripled a 7-6 victory over Oakland the only run as Houston 
Junior Oilers in the Junior Hockey League back," said Barrett. "You w[th the bases loaded to A's. Oakland. had gone Astros edged Pittsburgh 
semifinals tonight. "They champion Laval Voisins 0- don't want them coming at cap a six-run rally in the ahead 6-5 in the top of the 
like the rink and how 3. you three-on-two all eighth inning and give 10tit when Andre Robert- Pirates1-0.Ryanretired'19 
playing in front of the Brian Wllks scored his night." in a row before Bill Toronto an 8-7 victory over son threw Mike Heath's 
crowd brings out the best fifth and sixth goals of the While Kilrea'was critical Minnesota. The Blue ;lays ' two-out ground ball past Madiock singled with two 
in both teams - -  except, of tournament while Wayne of his team's lacklustre batted around in the inning second, allowing Joe out in the ninth, The 
course, tonight when they Presley, Shews Burr and play, he was willing to off four Minnesota pit- Morgan, who had walked, Houston right-hander 
blew us away." Mike Stevens added the ,forgive and forget, chars. The victory gave to score: struck out' l l  and walked 
Barrett,however, wasn't other Ranger goals. Bruce "We weren't sh.arp: out 
" Cassidy and Bill Bennett .there," said Kilrea. "The Toronto a sweep of the Leon' Roberts drove in two. 
H n te r  replied for Ottawa. guys we've •depended on three-game series, the tie-breaking run' withe Tommy Herr singled 
U Kitchener goaltender didn't come through 100 Dennis Eckersley and triplein the seventh inning three times," scored twice 
Ray LeBlanc, who got percent .  Bob Stanley combined on a to lead Kanses City Royals and drnve in one run, and ~ / T m  / sidelined five-hitter, and Wade to an uphlll 7-6 victory that Dave LaPoint 'and Bruce 
the 67s, sparked his down on these guys. Kids Bogg.s had four singles and ended a three-game Sutter combined on a five- 
Ranger teammates. While can rebound from three RBI as Boston Red Chicago White Sex winning hitter to lead St. Louis ~ "  • 
EDMONTON (CP) --  Ottawa outshot Kitchener everything," Sox deafeated Cleveland streak. Kansas City rallied Cardinals to a 4-2 triumph 
Edmonton Oilers winger 
Dave Hunter will probably 
watch the rest of the 
Stanley Cup series from 
the press box after 
bruising his spleen and 
ribs in a collision Tuesday 
night with New .York 
Islanders forward Grog 
Gilbert. 
"It's my own fau l t . . .  I 
was reaching for the puck 
and was too far away from 
the boards when I got hit," 
said Hunter, who spent 
Tuesday night and part of 
Wednesday in  hospital 
under observation before 
tests revealed spleen 
damage. 
Gilbert rattled 'Hunier 
alongside the penalty box 
during' Game 2 "of the 
Stanley Cup final, which 
Edmonton won 7-2 to take a 
2-11eadln the best 0f-seven 
National Hockey League 
championship series. 
'?I thought I 'd  get my 
body up against the glass 
but" I didn't, It's un- 
fortunate it happened 
where it did, hot ,where 
there's glass .all around the 
rink,"':satd Hunter, who 
admitted the check Was 
t~  tl,.~,m ~4 ,: ',cleanandplayedone more 'o3 2o ,~4 
tr~14 ,ssa ~v,~' shift after being nailed. 
" l thonght  the pain 
might go away,!' he said. 
'Pat Conacher has the 
inside track to replace 
Hunter tonight. 
"It could, be Pat, Rick 
Chartraw or Raimo 
Summanen," said coach 
Glen Sather. 
While Hunter is Jut, New 
York captain Denis Potvin 
is almost surely in. Potvln 
didn't play in the third 
perl.~l of Tuesday's game'. 
• . .  . . . . . .  ; , . . - ; ' :  . . . . . . .  . . .  
',W~M|~IIy ReuH* 
Toronto O Minnesota 1 
Batten SClevosnd |
• ~Baltlmoro S California 0 
I~)trolt 10 ~lattla I 
New York 7 Oakland 6 
Milwaukee S Taxes I 
Kantll City 7 Chicago t 
Toflllhtll Olmil 
Batten at Cleveland 
¢hlc0go at Toronto 
Texas i t  Milwlukos 
' ,PrkMy Olmil 
Olkllrl#, At L Detroit N 
Chicago : el Toronto N 
Cellfornll It NOW YO~ N 
• llffll It Baltimore N 
~T(n(n at Kenwo City N 
Batten at Minnesota N
CllVellnd at Mllwallke~ N 
* , , , : : ; . q ' V ) ~ h |  ' 
L IF  /11 
ADVERTIS [NT ISN'T RIGHT, 
Advertisers have to adhere tO a strict USE  THIS  COUPON TO REGISTER YOUR COMPLAINT  
set of rules called the Canadian Code i ~ i ~ ~ i i i ~ 
of Advertising Standards. It's there to 0'°='c°nsum'r°m I 
advertising and, as its name suggests, 'Advertiser: 
to keep advertising standards high. Product or Service:. 
If you see or hear an ~.d which you Where it appeared: TV [] Newspaper [] Radio [] Magazine D Flyer [ ]  
feel is misleading or inaccurate, you Outdoor[=] Direct Mall []  Other (Specify) _ _  ~ _ _  
oou. I .O U. . .  00.  O, 
advert isement,  or  detai ls  of the Date and Time It appeared:, 
commercial .  Your complaint will be Please describe your problem or complaint: 
Investigated and you will have as- 
slated In maintaining a positive adver- (Use asperse page If neceugry, Attachany relevant materlallnoludhqi soapy at N 0¢dMalll Moonln~w¢l|l.) • 
tlsing environment. ~ ~;Udrr:~me. ' 
i . . . .  : ' . City:__ :" Province: , Postal Code: Phone: El Please send me s copy of the Code and another Complaint Notice 
# 
Elm (Mall to: The Advefl~ng Standards Council of B.C., P.O. Box 3005, Vancouver, B.C. YeS 3X5) 
i 
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~ ~  : beneficial. 32 "West Side 45 
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(May 21 .to June 20) f .  ~e~.~ t____  47 Fastened 
A partner has llnancial uck. . 
You receive xtra I~nefita' for ~I Swab.  
a job well done. InSurance, 49 OldUmes 
• estate and tax matters are a 3"i:1973 Redford- , 50 Be lg ian  
plus, . Newrmm film,, resort 
.' with "The" 51 Beach • . . c~cm.  ' ®~).  .=m~,  ~= 
(aunemoau~.) .  
~e mm~ge ~Uide~ y .  ~ l~  ~ Ana~ . offer • 
--- . by Jeff MACNelIy set a date. Togetherness is the 2-6 ~4Wedding 
theme now. Evening favors 43 Pouch 
• stepping out for a night odthe /4 lascivious. Amwer to Saturday's puzzle, phrase 
_ _ _ ~ ~  Career luck has: you en- 
enjoy ltt Overall Im l th im-  m zo ~,  
~ "  ~ ~  -= prOves" "''':: ;':" ' '  ~ ~ ~Rt~26/~ tly their lue.k.at specldat iou,arehappi ly  - -  ('A'ug" 22 t°s PL 22) Hobble , l~rts aecented.'and I Ip~ hobbieSl~lle  ~ 24 ~36 . 
Romance, too, is in tbe air. ' " 
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(Sept. 23 toOct. 22) 
,~yt~lg  you do' regardi~ 41 42 ~43 ~ W ~  
by  Russe l l  Myers  domestic affairs is sure to , '  work out well. Shopping is U ~ ~4 ;45 ~ 48 47 48 49 
F ~ ~  likely to he on your agenda to-: 50 51 52 54 ~r~ 
F-.MERd(EN~Y WARD AT THE: I ' = ~ ~ 
It's the perfect ime for a . L ~ 6o 
~. weekend juunt. Take the in- 
V; itlative in contacting others. CRYPT~UIP 2-6 
You're effective in presenting XRPE R IWE HURFHCZ KCFKZU VI FU- 
SAGITrARIUS 
~ ,  (Nov. 22toDee. 21) ZCOKRPK KG OGXU GCK GH WVI IWUZZ. 
Financial uck is likely, but Saturday's Cryptaqulp - -  ALL GLOOMYpEEPING TOMS 
~ave somemom~, f0r,a rainy " ~ ;  AREBEING TRIED,BY PEERS. . D-=-  - '  . . . .  > dsy, Simppers, though, Wi l l  T0day'sCryptoquipclue:GequalsO. 
,.v,~.. . . . .  -~ ,!; . find something special to their ~ Crypteq~lp is a Mmple substitution cipher in which each 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN by Stan Lee 
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE 
by Johnny Hart 
I ~NoW I 
..? ,-'9 
/ 
by Lynn  Johnston 
liking! 
(Dec; 22 to Jan. 19) 
You feel good about yourself 
• and this attitude brings you 
luck in interpersonal relation- 
ships. Be careful of diet, 
though. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20tuFeb. 18) "~.~,  
Luck is with you, but main- 
tain a low profile so that you 
can proceed with a minimum 
of distraction. Lay the ground- 
work for success. 
(Feb. 19 ~ M~r. 20) 
It seems you're the life ,of 
the party whether at home or 
visiting. People in a petition to 
help will act in your behalf. 
YOU BORN TODAY need a 
job where: you can use your  
fine intellect. You're often 
drawn to such fields as law, 
polities and religion. You have 
Critical acumen and can suc- 
ceed as a critic or teacher. In 
business, you'll do well in- 
some advisory capacity. 
Though you have ad- 
ministrative talents, it will be 
the human touch thet will br- 
, ing you success, learn to get 
to know your fellow man on a 
personal level. Then, your 
theoretical ideas will have a 
better chance to be 
understood. Birth 'date of: 
Bertrand Russell, 
letter used stands for another. If you ~ that X equals O, It 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Singie letters, short words, 
and words uslng an apostrophe can give you clues to 1omt~ 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and erm'. 
HEATHCL IFF  
'~'PRcrly KffP/'PAIP $18.W0 IN ITI~ filXTH f f  
t 
I NTF~fl~JiSNotJO I~P_.DI~:R'T[ON ! 
the WIZARD of ID 
philosopher; Reggie Jackson, 
' ' baseball player; and Margot" 
a  vou J ,'M NoT o,.   F.onteyn.baUetdan~r' 
I s t~- r~- i  ~ T  . ~ . . ~ . i 
I 
H"- ' "  I 
e,£ .anaen ' .4  
l 
'Dear Ann LmMers: Re- 
cently you printed a 
poem encouraglng young 
men to talce care of the 
by Brant Parker and .Johnny Hart' 
fine name handed own 
by "Dad." The message 
was, '!Keep the name 
spotless o it will be a 
credit o your son -- as it 
was a credit o you." 
Our old man' was a 
woman-chaser, boozer, 
gambler and wife-beater. 
All six of us had our 
names legally changed to 
Mom's maiden name. 
l thought you might 
like to know what the 
real world is like. - -  D. 
In Galveston 
Deir .D.: I've been 
writing this column for 
years and YOU'R~ 
~eJl~rea~ tell ME what worm is like? 
Surely ou Jes~. 
HERMAN ® ~,~ ; • ~ , '  • . 
"My daughter tells me 
you're a lifeguard." 
. . . .  . . f- •*  ~,  
" ) I  ~ . . . . . . .  '~  ' / : : , "  " •11~'Herald, Thursday~.May 17, l~ l ;~Pap 
I 
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:Erotica portrays equally,, 
pOrnography submission, 
writer tells, study group 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Erotica can be 
distinguished from pornography but it 
will never ealistically replace sexually 
abusive films or programming, a
Toronto writer said Wednesday. 
Susan Cole told a Commons' sub- 
committee studying sexually abusive 
broadcasting that she has never seen 
sex partners depicted as equals in the 
explicit material she has researched 
for a book on pornography. 
Many feminists, including New 
Democrat Lynn McDonald, a sub- 
committee member, want restrictions 
on pornography but are not opposed to 
erotic materials. • 
But opponents of censorship say 
pornography should not be controlled 
because there is no clear distinction 
between it and sexually gratifying and 
apparently harmless erotica. 
Cole described erotica as "the 
depiction of sexuality in the context of 
equality" and pornography as "the 
sexual subordination of women." The 
definition of pornography would en- 
compass sex without the woman's 
consent, beatings or other violence 
associated with sex and any other 
• suggestion that women are inferior to 
men.  
Lynn McDona ld  
that there is this large body of women 
out there willing to have sexual 
relations and be filmed doing it." 
Cole suggested to the subcommittee 
that material found to be pornographic 
according to a precisely worded 
definition could be considered as sex 
discrimination and banned under 
provincial human rights legislation. 
Under her proposals, a woman who is 
forced into sexual acts which a man 
wants to copy from pornographic 
NOT THE ANSWER 
However, in • an interview iater, Cole 
dismissed the suggestion' that erotica material or who against her will is 
can' ever replace pornography in the faced with an "intrusive display" of 
firmly.established, multimilllon-dollar pe/'nography in a store or other public 
sex industry, place could take coui't action against 
"Although ~I encourage people to the  producers o r  traffickers of the 
make alternative images, I think it's materials. . 
naive to think.it's the answer to the • A successful action would/dlow the 
;injured party to • collect damage 
payments. Because attempts to curb 
pornography are now usually made 
through obscenity provisions in the 
Criminal Code, any fines which are 
ordered 'are paid to the state and a 
victim receives no direct redress. 
In response ,to a question from 
McDonald, who ~ represents Toronto's 
Broadview-Greenwood riding, Cole 
.listed numerous direct and indirect 
effects exually abusive materials have 
been found to have on consumers. 
At the least, they create in men's 
minds false expectations of how women 
pornography question," said Cole, 
publisher of the feminist review, 
Broadside: ' 
"People can say be so cavalier --  
'Let's make'erotica. ~ How easy d ° we 
think that's going to be?" 
A film or other sexually explicit 
products cannot be seen in isolation but 
must be viewed as scenes involving real 
people . . . .  , : 
"It's very hard at this point to get 
sexually explicit Sex acts without her~ 
being a great deal of: ~ prostitution, 
traffic in Women and alot of inequslity. 
YOU can't really separate the image 
from what goes into making tl].e should look and act;=based onthe ap-' 
image.', . ! , ' , / '~L  . . . . . . . .  ~A~a~r~qce and behavior., of,models, in 
And-she dismissed the" ds's~n'~ffd( sex(ially 'explicR'matel,|ai.~, *she said. 
The head of the class at. 
Skeena Junior Secondary 
TERRAC~ Congratulations to third- derfluit, and Deanne Wilson (21 points); 
term honor oll students at Skeena Junior Steve Mantel, Kelvin Skesd, Michelle 
Secondary School in Terrace. ': Taylor and Laura Tapper (20 points). 
A place on the honor oll is gained on the Grade'nine students honor oll students 
basis of points. All a student's subjects are with 19 points are: Stscy Bateau, Neila 
considered. A student must have 19 points Frazer, Kathryn gannon, Muoi Had, 
Bradley Lane, Romrme Ridler, Lara 
Roldo, and Trovor Shannon. 
The following grade nine students were 
awarded honorable mention with • 18 
points: Kelley Jakubuc, Anita Kuemper, 
Leslie Lima, Kip Lindsay, Cathy Loutitt, 
Gun Nghlem, Paul Rego, and Susan Yu. 
Grade eight honor students are Debbie 
Jackman, Davis Lindsay, Shawne Lave, 
Heather Mlllar, Manny Raposo, and 
Michael Wong (23 points); Gurmit 
Grewal, Michelle Hendry, Pam Lamb, 
Blair Larratt, Joely Novik, Manjit Sidhu, 
Roger Taistra, Brad Trudeau, Chris 
Weber, Kande Williston, Peter Yip (22 
points); Rae Anne Apolczer, Peter Hep- 
burn, Karen Karu, Jeff Martin, Laura 
Musller, Ja/mmarie Wilson (21 points); 
Karen  Brodie, Aaron Davis Adam Ford, 
Melasey Jones, Michelle Lynch, James 
or more, withthree points given for an A, 
two for a B, one for a C plus, zero for a C 
and minus one for a C minus. The students 
must lioL have a.D, E or N. 
grade 10, Marian Raposo has a per- 
feot score of 24 points..This is her third 
time on the honor roll. 
Of the 69 honor oll students a total of 40 
have made the list for the third time. 
Other grade I0 honor roll students rare 
Kirk Erstling and Hardeep Hundial (23 
points); Tony Broman and Carmie 
Cameron (22 points); ,Patrick Dolphin, 
Blair Kuzyk, Lori McGinlay (21 points); 
Coleen Anderson, Tammy Cathera ,  
Yalerie Philpet and Jenine Taron (19 
points). Loah MeBeth and Lcona Tank 
both achieved honorable menUon with 18 
points. 
In grade nine, with perfect scores of 24 
points, and on thehonor roll for the third Mantel, Miteh Shinde, ErrinSt. Thomas 
• lime are Sandra Adam's, Jennifer Coy and (20points); Julle Krause, Tammi MacRae 
Jorge Marqucs. . and Elizabeth Soares (19 points). 
Other honor roll students in grade nine The following grade eight students were 
are Elaine Wiehenga (23 points), Bao Tam awarded honorable mention with 18 
Diep. and Luke Eades (22 points); points:' Connie Aranjo, Lee Boake, Innes 
Paramjit Gill, Yvonne McCoiman, Nlcois Campbell, Sara Chert Wing, and Celia 
Miehaud; Happy Minhas; Rhondn Van- Ollvero. 
Galler9 News 
Rich in color and texture 
by ANDREA DEAKIN 
The current exhibit at the art gallery 
features abstract textile collages designed 
and executed by Elizabeth Hawkins, The 
artist is an interior designer by profession, 
trained in New York and San Francisco. 
She has been a member of the faCulty of 
Vancouver Community COllege for the last 
nine 'years: 
Textile art is very much a part of in- 
terinr design. So, by training and interest, 
Elizabeth Hawkins found herseff led to 
experiment with fibres in the traditional 
waysof weaving, felting, knotting, and 
also in new ways -  arranging, linking, and 
wedding colour and textures into new 
forms. 
"It was a constant challenge to produce 
/! textile art form that could be as readily 
accepted as oil or water coiour, and yet 
retain the colour and texfi,re and inherent 
qualities of" fibre without such inhibiting 
factors as wear, fading damage or 
malntelnance." " 
Her own sheep, Angora goats and 
• ,Sm gofa rabbits are raised to provide her 
with the woofs which are used both in their 
natural form, or dyed and blended with 
other fibres. The collages are rich with 
colour, ranging from natural earth tones to 
intense and vivid fuschias, flames, and 
peacock blues. What they depict may be 
suggested by the artist, but each remains 
an intensely personal experience, as color, 
shape and texture play upon the. sub- 
conscious, producing an individual con- 
ception and reaction. Certainly these are 
intense and vibrant works whose image 
changes with thelangle ofvision or the play 
of'light. I found it a most stimulating and 
enjoyable xhibition. 
Bui ing a no-frills-fallout shelter 
VICTORIA (CP) --- The day 
nuclear warfare begins; Bernard 
Wright and his wife will shut 
themselves into a tiny concrete- 
sided closet in their basement and 
hopefully stay there until it's safe 
to come out. 
Wright, 71, spent years working 
in the U.S. atomic industry testing 
underground explosives in 
Nevada. He turned the closet into a 
~helter to survive "the big bustup': 
he is convinced is coming --  "It's 
just a matter of time, not a matter 
of if." ~ ' ,  
The little room - - : the One he 
intended for either cold storage or 
a sauna "until world tensions 
heated up" a few years ago - -  is 
equipped with two bunk' beds and 
stocked with canned food, root 
vegetables, grain, rice avd a radio, 
It measures only .2,1 square 
metres, "but I think it would be all 
right to get us through a period of 
heavy radiation fallout." 
Wright, who was born in Man- 
chester, England, and ~oved to 
the United States when •he was a 
child, isn't just interested insaving 
his own neck. 
For those peop le  without 
basement cubbyholes, Wright 
recommends What he calls a "poor 
man's fallout shelter" --  an ear- 
theu cave he says can be hollowed 
out in the backyard in two or three 
days with just a shovel, and 
chainsaw. 
The shelter Wright suggests program, which is under the yourself against fallout,"* Cooper 
would be macle ntirely of logs and jurisdiction of the Department of says, stressing that "people can 
soil, entered b~ a sloping trench, Public Works, have "literally survive the initial effects of .a 
.and equipped with a ventilation given out tens of thousands o! nuclearhiastif,they have a fallout 
filter, lt would measure about four pamphlets on how to protect shelter." 
metres by 21A metres and contain a
uUlityareaandasleepingshelf.The important thing to Arty o t h e r  n a m e  b j T  
remember, he says is ."that an 
effective barrier to radiation must 
contain" one hundred pounds of 
mass for each square foot of 
barrier." ' 
Fred Cooper; an official with 
Emergency Planning Canada, 
says Wright's plan cor:farms to 
suggestions made in U.S. govern- 
ment publications for home-made 
or expedient shelters. 
Noting that Wright spent much of 
his life in the American nuclear 
industry, Cooper says: "I would 
tend to assume he knows what he's 
talking about. 
Cooper says whenever an in- 
ternational crisis occurs, his office 
is deluged with calls from people 
wanting to know how to protect 
themselves. 
IIUNDREDS CALL 
"Five years ago, if we got a call 
a month asking for information on 
fallout shelters, itwould have been 
unusual. But we had 200 or 300 calls 
a week when Russia invaded 
Afghanistan (in 1979). Every time 
something happens now, it goes 
right up again." 
Officials in the federal shelter 
never Rolls Royce 
Should you one day develop a 
superior mousetrap and - -  in a 
spirit of unbridled enthusiasm --
be tempted to refer to it as the very 
RoBs-Royce of mousetraps, then 
prepare to meet Lewis Gaze. 
Because you will, sooner or later. 
Gaze is an urbane Englishman 
with a dream assignment. He 
travels the world laying by the 
heels such miscreants as attempt 
to "misappropriate" the Rolls- 
Royce name or its famous ymbols 
for their own p~oducts. 
He fights-- and wins-- about 700 
such cases each year. 
Recently, in his only visit to 
Canada.on his current swing, the 
35-year-old-la~;yer dropped in On 
Toronto. 
So far in his world travels he has 
found the cherished symbols 
emblazoned upon such diverse 
products as shoes, cameras, 
luggage, golf carts, dentists' 
chairs, adult movies and strip- 
tease dancers. 
"One enterprising Italian gigolo 
even had the effrontery to call 
himself Signor Rely-Royce," he 
said in an interview. 
3Gaze says his chief duty is to 
make certain the firm's trademark 
does not fall victim to common 
usage terminology such as one-' 
time trademarks aspirin, nylon, 
~inoleum, cellophane and 
escalator. 
One of the symbols of Rolls- 
Royce is the radiator ornament - -  
a small statue of an elegant woman 
with wings, leaning forward into 
the wind on a steep angle. 
She is The Flying Lady or, more 
properly, The Spirit of Ecstacy. 
And her's is a poignant story. 
"In the early days of the com- 
pany, we found that hood or- 
naments were becoming the 
fashion," Gaze says. 
extedor latex flat 
AND TRiM 
, extedor 
a lkyd gloss 
AND TRIM 
• . ~a, - - r ,  Skeena Mall, 4761 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
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THE TERRACE Foster 
Parents Association meets 
the fourth Tuesday of each 
mbnth at Northwest 
Community College. We ere 
a support group for foster 
parents. If you would like to 





Sundays, 7-10pro 638-1362. 
(ppd.Nov84) 
WE WANT YOU to come 
and loin us, a family 
orlentatod group, with 
family and adult.activities. 
We are a local support 
group; offerlnR friendship, 
companionship end help If 
we can to families who ere 
only one parent. Come end 
loin us ,the One Parent 
Families Association of 
Canada. For Information 
phone Bee 635-3238 or Judy 
638.1935 Or write Box 372 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2B5. 
(ppd-131u184) 
PARENT'S.I N-CRISIS A 
self.help group for parents, 
seeking to change 
destructive patbrns of 
child-rearing. Weekly 
meetings. Telophone crisis 
line • 635.55M or write to 




assistance wlth household 
management and dally 
llvlng actlvltles to aged, 
hand lcapped,  con- 
valescents, chronlcally III, 
etc. 4530 Lakelso Ave• 




Education Ass'n. Is 
concerned with upholding 
the right to Ilte of the 
Innocent from conception to 
natural death. Active and 
supporting members 
welcome. Phone Roberte 
635.7749 or Mark at 63.5-5841. 
(ppd.301une-84.) 
CANADIAN PARENTS for 
French (Terrace Chapter) 
Monthly meeting Is held 
every last Wednesday of 
every month at 8:00 p.m. at 
the KItl K'Shan stateroom. 
For more Information call 
Cethy at 635-2151 or Sue at 
635.4691. 
(ppds.29iune) 
KsAN HOUSE is 
available to women and 
children who have been 
physically O r mentally 
abused. If you need a 
safe temporary refuge 
call the HELP line 635. 
6447. (ppd.eprl130-84) 
IHDEX 
~a Services • 
24 Bltuatioos W.onted 
;1tl TV &'Stsre~l' 
MUSICal Instruments 
30" Furnlture & Appliances" 
31 I Peel . 
32 LIvnfock 
3.1 For Sole Mitceilsneg~s 





For Rent M isce l len~s  
U Property for Rent : 
45 ~ 'Room,& eonrd 
4? Suitss for Renl 
-- 41 .... .Homes for Rent 
1 ~:ommunlty Services 
2 Coming Events 
S Notices 





9 Cord of Thanks 
10 In Memorlum 
11 Auctione 
12 Osrage Sale 
13 PerSonal 
Id Buslnese Ptrsoool 
IS Found 
16 LOst 
19 1 Help Wanted 
For .HIr.I L 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
SOup Kitchen -- We provide 
free soup to those In need; 
thls service Is provided by 
volunteers who are 
unemployed. Donatlens of 
food and money are needed 
to malnteln' this service. 
3312 Sparks Ave. 
10am. 4pro 
630.1604 
.. ' (ppd2-30mer84) 
TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE- 
Drop-In centre; support 
service for women; 
Informetlon; referral; 
lendlng library; bookstore, 
counsel l ing;  support 
groups. 
454:1 Park Avenue; 




Monday at Mills Memorial 
Hospital, at 8pm Phone 
Isabel 635.9359 or Gloria 635- 
5546. 
(ppd.23r~er84) 
EVERY THURSDAY at .7 
p.m. In the Hospital Pysch 
Unit there Is a movie on 
Alcohol and Drugs. 
Everyone welcome. 
(ppch14may) 
. .  , -  ; 
.w 
SO Homes for Sale" 
$1 HomeS Wanted 
5g Property for 5ale • - " 
SO Proport y,Wonted 
54 euslness Property 
55 Euslness Opportunity 
$6 Motorcycles 
5/ Automobiles 
58 Trucks & Va~nS 
59 ~ObilU Home~ 
60 Ronrestional Vehicles 





29 words or leSs $2.00 per insertion. Over 20 
words S cents per word• 3 or more consecutive 
Insertions SI.SO per insertion, 
REFUNDS 
Firs! insertion charged for whether run or not. 
Absolutely no relunUs i I I i r  Id  has been set,' 
CORRECTIONS 
Must bo mope beforo second insertion, 
AllOWance Can he made for only one incorrKI 
Sd. 
EOX NUMIERS 
BI.~O pickup.  
$2.00 moiled 
CLASS|FlEa DISPLAY 
R4tes available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE 
32 cenls per agate line. ~l inimum charge $5,00 
per insertion. 
LROAL • POLITICAL and TRANSIENT AD. 
VeRTISiNO 
37 cents per line. 
EUSINESB PERSONALS 
SB.00 per line per month. On a minimum four 
month basis• 
'COMINO|VRNTB . 
For Non.Profit Orglniestions. Maximum B diys 
insertion prior to event for no chorgo, Must be 3S 
wordsor less typed, and subm tied Io our of lice., 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY 
Noon tWO dSys prior to publication cloy. 
CLABSlFiEO 
11:00 a.m. on day previous to day Of publication 
Monday to Friday• 
ALL CLASSIPlRD CASH WITH ORDER other 
then IUSINESSRS WiTH AN ESTABLISHED 
ACCOUNT. 
CLASS IF l l  O ANN()tiNCEMENTS 
Notices .6.00" 
Births 
Engagements "~. . .  6.00 6•00 
Marriages • 6.00 
Obituaries, " 6,00 
Card of Thanks 6,00 
In Memorlum 6.00 
gvt r  t~ words, S cents each Iddlfionel word. • 
PHONE 635,6S51 -- Claseifled Advertising 
Department. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Effuctlve Oc loNr  1,1919 
Single Copy 2SO 
By Carrier mth, 13.50 
By Carrier veer 31.00 
By Mail 3 mi ls .  gS.00 
Ey Moil 6 rathe. 3S.00 
By Moil I yr,'~.00 
Senior Citizen I yr. SO.00" 
British Commonwealth and United States of 
America I yr, 6S.00 
The Herald reserves the r ight to ClasSIfy ads 
under appropriate headings and to Set rates 
therefore and to determine page lOCation. 
The Herald reserves the r ight to revise, edit, 
classify or reject any advertisement end 'to 
retain any answers directed tO the Herald Box 
Reply Service and to rep ly  the customer the sum 
I~lld for the advertisement and box rental. 
Eox replies on "Ho ld"  instructions not picked Up 
within 10 days of expiry of on advertisement wi l l  
be deStroyed unless mail ing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are 
requested not to send originals of documents to 
avoid lOtS. Al l  claims of errors in bdvU~Isements 
must be received by the puhlleher within 30 days 
after the first publication. 
it it  errand by the advertiser requesting space 
that the l iabil ity of the Herald in the" event of 
failure to pL)blish afY advertisement or in the 
event of an error apl~erlng in the ad,.,crfis~ment 
• ~' pUOliSllEd shall be l imited to the amount paid 
by the advertiser for only one Incorrenf insertion 
for Ihe portion of the advertising tpKe  occupied 
by the Incorrect or omitted item only, and that 
there shell be no l iabi l i ly to any extent-greater 
, . . . .  , ,  then the amount paid for such advertising., 
Borvice chefBo 01 Ss.og on eli N.S.F. ¢heqoes, Advertisemonts must comply with the British 
WIODINO DISCNIPTIONS Columbia Human RightsAcf which pr0hiblts any 
advertising that discriminates agoinsl any 
NO chsrge provided news t~bmllted within one perlorl because 09 his race, religion, tel l ,  color, 
morlth. notloneli ly, ancestry or p ike  of origin, or 
I~KIUSe his age is botwe~n 44 end 65 years, 
Box StY, Terrace, J.C. Home Delivery unless the condition Is justified by a bona fide . .  
VSG 414 Ph~nollS-40~ [equlrement for the work Involved. . 
• d cl KITIMAT. 
i I 
Classified Mail.in Form 
Your Ad .............................................................. 
Name .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address ........... ..... . . . . :  .......... 
Town .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. of Days ......... 
Classif ication ................................... Send ad along wi th  
20 words or less: S2 per day cheque or money order to: 
DA ILY  HERALD 
$4.$0 for three consecutive days 3010 Katum St. 
S6 for four ~onsecutlve days Terraco, B.C. 
Sit.S0 for f ive consecutive days VRG 2M7 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
ACTION CENTRE-  We 
are a non.gOvernment 
agency that provides advice 
and counselling to the 
unemployed• Our services 
ere free. If you need help 
wi th  Unemployment 
Insurance problems or 


















Hospital Psych Unit 
Thursday --8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Frlday--8:30 p.m. 
(Open) 
Kermode Friendship Centre 
• 3313 KAlum : 
Saturdey ~--4:30 p.m. 
(O l in )  . 
Hospital Psych Unit ~- 
Sunday ~8:30 p.m. 











4530 Lakelse Ave. 
:. ~ Terra.~e VOG.1p4 
:.•.,i :: . ,LT~R,.,~ = .  - , . ,  : ::i~ 
. . . .  EDUCATION" ':~' 
COMMUNITY 
WORKS 





M EALS-ON.WH E E LS 
635-3178 















, - . . .  
VOCATIONAL SUPPORT 
• LIVING SKILLS 
635.~63 
, /  • : ' 
(ppd- 
(ppds.aug. $4) 
JUDO CLUBS For Junior 7. 
14 years. Ju;Jitsu for adult. 
For more ~lnformatlen call 
635.9316 and 635.9556. 
.' (p3.30may) 
PROGRESSlV~ CON. 
• SERVATIVE Aisocl~t Ion of 
Skeene; Information • 
Memberships. Phone 638. 
1206. 
, . (pa.31aug~l) 
ARE YOU PREGNANT 
worried, thinking of on 
abortion? We at Birthright 
would like to offer you our 
support end frlend~hlp. 
Free confidential 
pregnancy tests available. 
Tllllcum, Building 472i Suite, 
201 Lazelle Ave. Office 
hours Moq. to Frl. from 9am. 
fo 11am Saturday 9am to 
Ipm Phone 635.3~07 anytime 
(ppd.luneSa) 
SEXUAL ~SAU-T HELP 
LINE L1S.4042 A 24hr. line 
for support end Information 
for victims of sexual 
assault. Office Io~tlon: 
N0.2-3230 Kalum Street, 
Open 9.4, Mon.Frl. 
(ppd.onrllSO.$4) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
meets every Tuesday at 
6:45 p.m. in the Skeene 
Health Unit. For In- 
formation cell Joanna 635. 
7742 or Kathy 638-0497. 
(ppd6.31au'g) 
PROGRAMME CADRE- 
FRANCAIS Le Ministere 
de L'Edueatlon afire aux 
Francophones de Terrace 
un education en Froncals. 
Pour Information: J .Y. 





Canada, an international 
non.profit organization, is 
looking for a volunteer 
family who would like to 
host an exchange student 
for the 1984.85 school year. 
You can discover Japan, 
Germany, France and 
many Latin American 
countries by hosting one of 
the 180 students who will 
come to Canada to learn 
English and finish their 
high school. For further 
Informetion call Llse 
collect at (514) 288-3282. 
:2 Coming 
Events 
THE ITERRACE Figure 
• Skat!ng Clob wi l l  be 
holding Its Annual General 
Meeting on May 28th at 
7:30pm In the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. 
Elect ion of officers will 
take place. All Interested 
in this club are urged to 
attend. 
(nc-28may) 
THE TERRACE Figure 
Skating Club wi l l  be 
holding Its Annual General 
. 'Meaflng.,.on.M.ay 28th at 
• ~:..~, R.m~Jn? th e ::Terrace 
~,~bJlc..Llbrery basement, 
~lecflon*-of officers wlll 
takeplece. All Interested In 
thls 'club are urged to at. 
tend. 
(nc-28may) 
IMAGES OF RIBBON N 
BLUES all native fashion 
shev~ end dinner will be 
held In conlunctlon with 
the Kermode Friendship 
Society's annual general 
meeting to be held at 3313 
Kalum 5t.. on 2 June 1984, 
starting at 3p.m. 
Ne~y. members are 
welcome and election for 
the board of dlrecters will 
also be taking place. 




85 Order of the Eastern 
Star. Bake Sale & Raffle. 
Friday, May 18 at 2pro. 
Terrace Co-op. Proceeds to 
the Canadian Cancer 
Society. 
(nc-18may) 
BIRTHING BED FUND 
Raffle• Tickets on sale at 
Doctor's offices and also at 
Skeena Mall on May 18, 19 
end 31st. Draw 1 June 84 
1st prize . Pottery 
Casserole Dish; 2nd prize. 
Puff. Quilt made by the 
Ladles at Skeenavlew 
Lodge. 
(nc.18may) 
cHILDREN'S FAIR The 
Terrace Women's Centr, e 
• Is sponsoring • Children 
Fair BUT we need your 
energy 'and Ideas. If you 
0re Interested In making 
this event happen come to 
meeting In the downstelrs 
of the library, May 22rKI at 
7pm. For more In. 
formation call the Terrace 
Women's Centre 638.0228. 
(nc.18may) 
TERRACE DOG CLUB'  
Third Annual Chem. 
plonship Dog Shows, held 
et Thornhlll Community 
Hail. Mey 18 12 noon. May 
19at 10:308.m. and May 20 
~starts ~at 9am.Complete 
show each day with over 
100 dogs. Both con. 
formation and obedience 
clasles. Concession open 
ell day long.. Public 
waloome, no edmlttancb, 
charge. Banquet end 
dance Saturday, •night, 
Tickets available at the 
show.  For more In. 
formation cell 635.~317i 
PLEASE SUPPORT -~qS.7424 end evenings at 
( ~  ,a~~1635-6484.  (nc-lemay) 
2. Coming 
Events 
I I I  ' 
A DINNER 'BANQUET 
Will be held/onSat. May 26 
at the Sandman ,:Inn. 
Sterling at  7pm. .For  
tickets and or more In. 
fOrmetlon~ please: contact 
Steve Ross ~8-84287 Roger 
Gibbs 635.537:37 Something 
Good Book Store 635.3803. 
A warm Welcome and open 
Invitation to all presented 




TERRACE HIKING CLUB 
Hike. Sunday Mey 20 Meet 
at the library at 9am, 
weather permitting. Easy 
trail in to Shendllla Lakes. 
Bring e lunch, ralngear, 
water, a camera, a friend 
and bug spray. No dogs 
pl 'eese.  Everyone  
welcome. Come out and 
en Joy springl Phone Vlckl 
635.2935 for further In. 
formation. Please note 
club meeting: May 31: 






SA LEI! Sat. May 19th 0am 
to.apm. Corner of Marshall 
& Soucle, near the college. 
Follow the signs. --cast 
Iron weights . .70 lb.; 
benches, stereo $400, car 
speakers ,  qua l i ty  
household Items, tools, 
some artifacts, old sliver, 
oak sldehoard, books and 
much more. Coffee will be 
served. Call 635.5809 
(eves). 
(p2.18 may) 
EARN MONEY the 
"Fuller Brush" way Phone 




Opportuni ty  Information 
AI)pr'o)('. 0s0 potential 
employers Ilstecl ecross 
Canada. Details, In- 
formation etc. Send 
stamped envelope to 
In ternat iona l  Em.  
ployment Service, Box 




RESIDENT Manager for 
30 unit apartment. Must 
have references and be 
bondab le .  Coup le  
preferred. Send resume to: 
William saumure, RR3, 





WE ARE 2 enthusiastic 
senior university students. 
Environmental studies and 
psychology majors with 
varied work experience - 
"versatile, dependable, and 
• available now. Phone 638. 
8263. 
(p5.23may) 
"A"  TICKETED 
JOURNEYMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
No. lobs to small, all lob s 
cons idered.  Very 
reasonable rates. Phone 
638-1762. 
(p20.3Omey) 
I I F LINISHING~::,CAR.| 
: ' p e¥ igna l  I • additions, Jour. I 
I neyman carpenter. I 
i Rate S12.00 per hour. i 
i Phone 63e.1931. (p20.J 
D .L .G .  PORTER 1 liune ) I 
CHARTERED AC-  
COUNTANT, Trustee in 
bankruptcy; receiver, 
l i qu idator ,  209.4650 
Lazelle Ave., P.O. Box 
888, Terrace, B.C. VSG 
4R2. 638.0361, 63S.5702. 
(p20.28may) 
TOTAL BUSINESS SER- 
~rlCES 24 hr. Answering 
Service, Typing, Paging, 
Photocopying Alarm 













I I L ' 
WANT TO m 
--make extra money 
--meet nice people 
--work • flexible hours 
--get free professlonel !
sales training 
AVON IS FOR YOU 
Call Karen collect at 
635.7810. (p10.28mey) 
~ I I I  I 
• ~..~ ..._~ 
NEW IN TOWN?, 
LET US PUT 
OUT THE MAT 
FOR YOUI 
Plml ANN • ~5.77Q 
• I I  
23 
Services 
MUSIC BY NIGHTHAWK 
Country, Graffiti, M.O.R., 
available for bookings. 





P IANO FOR SALE-  
Small upright, glossy 








FOR SALE-- Beautiful 
purebred cats. Phone 635. 
3253 after 6pm. 
(p6-25may) 
CKC REGISTERED 
Siberian Husky pups. 
Ready to go May lath. 
Delivery can be arranged.' 
Phone 112-963.9972. 
(p3.18may) 
STANDING AT ISTUD 
BE RAZTUS 2 
1970 Q.H. Stallion 
Raztus Is a RaM Race 
Producer and Multiple 
Show RaM end Youth 
RaM Producer. Sire of 7 




JIm & Elleen Shorter 





SALE, O lder  quarter  
mare, excellent English 
propeact, gentle, spirited. 
Also Appalomers • family, 
show stock. Delivery 








Mirrors included. Phone 
between 5.6 or view at'4637 
Weber St. 
(pa.18mey) 
- HAWKE SEAFOODS 
Specializing In  fresh 
prawns. Inseeson cod, 
bctopus, snails, hbllbut 
• and shrimp. Fresh Red 




I CEDAR SHAKES 2,1"~ 
No.i resawn, red cedar I 
858 per sq.; 24" No.2 I 
shakes $30 per sq. Phone I 





WANTED-- For men's 
gospel quartet, baritone 
singer. Must be able to 







22'  R I V.E'R BOAT 
Flbreglass' over styrofoam 
and wood frame, with 3 
stage Hamilton Jet end 350 




• FOR SA~ 1976 Joh~ 
D.eere Backhoe Sl0,.Phon_e 
~, L , " , 4 
. . . . . . . . .  (p10-24ma¥) 
41. machinery 
AUSTIN-WERTERN 4 WD 
diesel grader with Belly 
and front  blade. Guod 
condition $8,000. Phone 
after 6 p.m. 635.5407. 
(p3-17mey) 
43 For Re.t 
misc. 
I I 
FOR RENT-- Cement 





ONE • TWO BEDROOM 
Apts. Good rates. Cell 
manager eny time for 








1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
suites avallabte. 
Spacious & clean. 
Extras Includec Heat, 
hot water, laundry 
facilities, storage locker 
& parking. References 
required es of Feb. 1.14. 
Pleas~ phone 635.3224• 
(acc251an.ffn) 
21xlnI.EAS EMENTsultefor 
rent. Sieve, frldge In. 
cluded. Close to school and 
town. No pets. Would like a 
family Phone 638.8412 after 
4pm; 
(p5.18may) 
' :  TETRAULT 
• ,, - - , , J 'U tCE  
: APARTMII f i l  
Frldgt, shy'e, drapeS, 
carpeting off street 
perking, security 
system. 
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Peckford crossing Canada 
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'with his sidel of the oil tai,  Ir 
t h?:leS~PT~qeC~w~rJun~:n~n, a :'ainn 
inappropriate instrument with which 
(p3-18may) 
WOODGREEN : 
AP~qTMENTS~- I, 2 and 3 
bec l r0~m-  eparimeots.. 
Downtown locality. 
Complete. wlth dlshwesher, 
fireplace, 'frldge, stove and 
drapes, .Undercover" 
parking.' Security er~tranco. 
Phone 63~.9317. 
' (ac'csept12ffn) 
F()R RENT-- 1 I~edrcom 
suite West side of duplex. 
One block fr0~ swimmlog 
pool. Pllona 638.1048. 
(p3-22may) 
ONE BEDROOM & 
bach 'e lo r  su i tes .  
Available Immediately. 
Frldge & stove Included. 
Sauna & recreation 
room. 635.9023 or 635. 
$189 to view. 
(p20.23may0 
,Horseshoe area. Large 
sundeck, garage, large rec 
room. Interested •party 
only. Price $81,500. Firm. 
635-344~. 
(pl.0.~may) 
$ YEAR OLD 3 level Split. 
Asking $62,90~. Phase 635. 
7530 after 5pro. No agents.' 
(p3~llmaypS.16may) 
52 Proper t  9 - 
fo r  S~le 
LAKEFRONT 
PROPERTY on north end 
Lakelse Lake. Offers to 
FOR SALE ' .  i978 
G.M.C. Chev .I/= ton" 
pickup.• For bid 
Inquiries call Roe( ,or 
Ann at 635-226.1 between 
8:30 a.m.~and 5:00 p.m. 
* . (acclO-30may) 
1980 FORD %" ton Super 
cab. XLT camper special, 
,air condition, tilt, cruise, 
carpets, bucket seats. 
Near new .14 ply 
Brldgestone fires. ' New 
brakes. Phone 635.5166 
between 5.6 p.m. or see at 
4637 Weber Ave. 
(p4-18may). 
i9~ CHEV V= TON Dleseh 
will be held at Terrace. 
The examination will be 
• prececded by • a scaling 
course. 
P lace :  Nor thwest  
Community  College, 
Terrace 
Date of Scaling C0urp9: 
May 28 to June 1 Inclusive 
beginning at 8:30 a.m. 
Date "of Scaling Exam: 
June 6, 1984 
The course0f lilstructlon 
must be attended by 
persbns currently holding 
an "'Appointment ofActing 
Scaler". To these persons 
the examination Is free of 
charge. • All other persons 
wil l  be charged ' an 
examination fee of $40.00. 
Application forms for the 
fundraising dinner in this Vancouver 
suburb. 
Peckford, who is on a Canada-wide 
campaign aimed at explaining his 
side of the federal-provincial fight 
over the riches which lie under the 
seabed off Newfoundland, told some 
400 people at a $75-a-plate dinner that 
Canada "cannot hope to be Strong or 
productive or self-sufficlent if the 
shadows hanging over the 
aspirations of the people of 
Newfoundland go unaltered by 
time." 
The premier gave those at the 
dinner a brief overview of the battle 
Newfoundland lost on March 8 when 
the Supreme Court of Canada ruled 
that the federal government, had 
jurisdiction, over the Hibernia oil. 
field and the right to "explore and 
exploit" natural resources in that 
to define "the kind of Canada we 
want to have." 
"All too often in recent years the 
Supreme Court Of Canada has been 
asked to rule upon federal-provincial 
disputes that should have been set- 
tled in the Canadian way at the 
bargaining table. 'Indeed, it has 
become the means to • dismiss 
legitimate concerns and issues with a 
finality that can only be harmful to 
Canada." 
Peckford said that since the legal 
case concerning the Hibernia oil field 
is over, Newfoundland now is able to 
bring "the moral case to the court of 
Canadian public opinion." 
The premier's speech was the fifth 
in a series on offshore resources 
which Peckford said would take him 
all across Canada. 
He told the dinner audience that his 
province has been painted as greedy 
Br ian  Peckford 
economic problems, Newfoun- 
dlanders are passionately committed 
to becoming contributing and 
productive members of the Canadian 
family." 
The development of Newfoun- 
in its pursuit of a solution on the off- dland's offshore resources is 
shore issue, but was as flexible as' essential to the productivity and self- 
possible in negotiations with the sufficiency ofCanada, saidPeckford, 
federal government, adding that his province must be in a 
OWNERSitIP ASIDE position to maximize the impact of 
"In an effort to'find a reasonable that development so its "have not" 
management-sharing a d revenue- status can be abolished. 
sharing agreement we moved -- as He spoke of Newfoundland's high 






Two bedroom suite 
available 











3 BEDROOM upper duplex 
FOR.RENT- -  5 ,0001 sq .  
ft. retail store: Located 
corner..~f Lakelse & 
Emerson - best show 
windows In town',  for 
further Information 
phone 635.5333 during 
business hotJrs. 
(acc4.april.ffn) 
BY OWNER commercial 
property on Hwy. access. 2 
large lots. & 2100 sq. ft. 
bu!ldlng will censlder any 
reasonable trade and will 
finance up to half. Phone 
635.7824 5.9 p.m. 
(p10.31may). 
- 1100 sq. ft. Frldge & stove . . . . .  
Included. Carport. One ~ 0u l ine l l  
block from Westend Store. 
Aveffable Junr l s t .  $458. 
l~r  I month. PliJs de~l t .  
No pots. Phone 635-2M.1. 
(pS-23may) 
2 BEDROOM house. for 
rent~ Stove & frldge Inc. 
Available June 1.$4. Phone 
635.9418.. 
(pS-23may) 
3 BEDROOM townhouse, 
close to downtown. 
References requlred. No 
POts. Phone 635.9593 or 635-. 
7592. 
(p4-11,16,17,1imay) 
= BEDROOM duplex with 
full basement. Situated 2 
blocks from downtown. 
, ~ O. .o r tun i  .. OD ~U ' l  
. . . .  f 
IoUSIHESS FOR I 
I ISALE-- Established I 
I l an l to r la l  business I
I lpresent ly  gross ing|  
$100,000 annua l ly .  
Financial statements 
available. Operations 
Inc lude  vend ing  
machines. Reply to Box 
1485 c.o Terrace; 
Kltlmat Dally Herald, 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C 
V8G 4B4. 
(p20.25may] 
Ideafforaworklng couple. '56  "l 
Frldge and stove Included. 
Rent  8450.month .  motofcgcle= 
References required. No 
pots. For appt to view 
Phone638.1522 between 6 & 
8 p.m. only. 
(p4-18may) 
3 IBEDROOM house In 
town. .  Frldge, stove, 
washer end dryer. No pets. 
References requlred. Also 
2 bedroom traller. No pets. 
References requlred. 
Phone 638.1366. 
. . . .  (p10-24may) 
THREE BEDROOM 
town houses close to 
shopplng centres and 
schools. Phone Terrace 
Manor 638-8417. 
(p20.21may) 
1983 YAMAHA 1200 
Venture Royale Touring 
Blke. Mint condltlon. 
Stereo, alr suspenslon, 
dlgltal read out, helmuts, 
gloves and much more. 
Phone 635.5004. 
(p3-18may) 
57_ ' ' " " 
Automobiles 
19711 MONTE CARLO 2 
door hardtop, 305 motor, 
auto., AM.FM. stereo, 
winter.summer fires, good 
condition. Call 649.5704 
after 4pm. 
SIIverado, • tilt, air con- 
dition, AM-FM, casseffe, 
carpetS, radials, 22,000 km 
on engine and trans. Phone 
635-5166' between 5-6 p.m. 
View at 4637 Weber Ave. 
(p4-18may) 
F 
59 mob i le  
HoMes  
1966 KNIGHT Trai ler 
10'x40' plus addition 
10'x22', finished. Excellent 
cond i t ion .  S5.,500 
negotiable. Phone 633.2421. 
(p20.71 un) 
FOR REN'I" 2 BEDROOM 
double-wide trailer. Ex- 
cellent condition. Fridge;' 
stove, washer ,  dryer. 
Available June 1. Adults. 
No pets. References 




FOR ' SAI;E-"~--" 19831 
Yamaha Skldoo. BIdsl 
only. Call Rod or Ann at I 
635.2261 between S:30 [ 
a.m. & 5:00 p.m. I 
. (acc10.30may) I 
SKYLARK 110' Camper, 
toilet, stove with oven, 3 
way frldge, furnace, 
hydraulic lacks. To view 
4806 Hamer St. or phone 
635.6901. 
(pS.22may) 
'22',' TAURUS HOLIDAY 
TRAILER Excel lent  
condition. Low miles. 
$7900. Phone 638-1305 after 
5pro. 
(p5.17may) 
FOR SALEm 8' Okanagan 
Camper with frldge, oven 
and furnace. 1964 Old. 
smoblle- low mileage, no 
rust. Phone 635-5639 after 
5:30 p.m. 
! (p3-18may) 
i i i 
68 Loge I  
T . 
. L Sheriff Sa le  
The Sheriff will offer fo r "  
sale by public auction at 
320.4741 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. on May 18, 
1984 at 10:00 a.m. the In- 
terest of. the following 
r lUdgement debtor In the 
following '. goods and 
examination (F.S. 87,1969) 
must be completed and 
available for presentatlen 
at the examination. "These 
may be obtained from the 
Instructors du¢lng the 
course or from any District 
Manager's Office. 
Persons wishing to/at -
tend the course are 
requested to register by 
contacting one of the 
following Ministry "of 




Acting Roglonal Manager 
Ministry of Forests 
(acc9-25 may) 
• ~ . . . . .  
Sheriffs Sale ' 
UflDER AUTHORITY C)F 
A Writ of Seizure and Sale 
directed to me by Kltlmat 
Ralph's. Sci'vlce Ltd., I 
have seized and will offer 
for sale by sealed bid all 
the right title and Interest 
In the undernoted goods of 
Mr. Ion Murray., One.1975 
GMC Truck with four 
wheel dr ive. Serial 
No.TKY I~I,~072, '~' 
writing marked "BI, D '01~1 
SHERIFF • SALE '~ ar~ to 
be submitted to the un. 
dersigned by -. twelve 
o'clock noon., May 25, 1984. 
The goods maybe vlewed 
by contac.ting the Sheriffs 
office'.In Terrace, B.C. 










MILLS  MEMORIAL  
HOSPITAL Invites con- 
tract tenders for th.e 
renovation of two (2) 
bathrooms.  Cont rac t  
specifications may be 
obtained from the director 
of maintenance. 
The lowest or any bid 
will not necessarily be 
accepted. Closing date for 
contract tenders will be 12 






49 W=nted , (p10-31may) .chattels: Terrace Model .~P ' ,  .~ .~1~ :THEATRE 
. . . .  'World Limited; purported ~ " ~ 
to Refit COLLECTORSI 1965 Buick to be: ~ ~ / a ~ - ~ i ~  .. " . Cash register 
[I Skylark Convertible Red display cases 
wlth Whlte bucket seats, warlous hobby crafts * 
NEEDED by Joty let. 3or New radials, top, paint. 
i models and games 
4 bedroom home. Phone Never known rustl Ira..Terms of Sale: 
635.7642. i maculatel S6500. Phone Cash on'an as Is, where Is 
: (p3.10may) 557-4363.  ' (Queen basis, Subject to ~ social 
Cherloffes). 
I . . . .  (pS.t0mey) 
50 .Homee 
• forScde I r i i 
58 Tr, ucke & 
. . . .  ~ :. : : iv~ns 
POR SALE BY OWNER-- 
A small 3 bedroom house' ~,: :*' ,, . 
withe fireplace e~d 10ts of  19~ JEEP CHEROKEE' 
trees in the yard. Close to 4x4, automatic, radio 
town and lch@ols, Asking S2,600. Cell 638.1079 after 
SS9,500. Phone 638.1639. 6pm. 
• (stf.29may) (p10.24mey) 
$ BEDROOM home on V= MUST SELL-- 1980 Ford 
acre,' on Skeeno St. 2 F150 4x4, 6 cyl. short box, 
fireplaces, garden area, NW tires, canopy, roof 
barn; sauna. Asking rack, excellent condition. 
$87,500. Phone 635.2485 Alklng $7,200. Phone 638. 
after S p.m. 1919. 
(pS-23mey) (pl~2Smay) 
• , , .  , 
service tax. 
The 'sheriff reserves the 
right to  adjourn the sale 
end apply to the court for 
further direction If the 
need ar lm.  
A.N. VINSON 
Deputy Sheriff ..' 
Terrace 
(acc3.17may) 
BE WA'I I~ 
Wl l J  
~ Never mvlm akme. 
1h i  C ln ld l ln  ned  Cree l  ~ i l l~ /  
most Western Canadians would unemployment, which in March was 
area. never have moved--from traditional more than 23 per cent, and said that 
"That decision, in its narrow legal provincial ownership to joint "the wish to remedy the legacy of 
view, denied many aspects of the ownership to a position that corn- unemployment that eoars above the 
proud heritage that Newfoun- pletely put ownership as ide . . . "  national average.. ,  is not an act of 
dlanders had previously taken for "Far from seeking a grasping or greed (but) a plea for justice, for 
granted," said the Tory premier, greedy remedy 'to our many some equality and some dignity." 
Treasurer's gamble pays of J 
TORONTO (CP) -- scathed Tuesday through 
Treasurer Larry Grossman's optimisn~ and 
Grossman gambled big by their prospects look 
not increasing taxes in his promising. 
budget and early in- Grossman told reporters 
dications are that the Wednesday the economy 
Ontario economy has has given the province 
justified his hunch hy more financial flexibility 
surging to the front of the than it's had in years and 
provincial pack. made it easier to raise the 
A report by the Con- almost $25 billion in 
terence Board of. Canada, revenues needed to-run its 
released today, says affairs, without increasing 
Ontario's .economic growth taxes. 
should shoot it to' first In Tuesday's budget, 
place among the provin- Ontario was able to in- 
ces, "a distinction that has crease spending well 
escaped that province above the idfiation rate, 
throughout the 19708." cut the deficit, finance an 
So, while other $800-million jump in 
provincial budgets have health<are costs and 
slipped ,a, hand ,4nto the ~el~lenish dwindling, cash 
taxpayer's . . . . . .  pocket, ~ ~ ....... 





IN THE MATTER OF 
THE BANKRUPTCY 
OF RONALD 
ROBERT MOULD, of 
the District of 
Terrace, Province of 
British Columbia. 
NOTICE is hereby 
given that Ronald 
Robert Mould, of the 
District ef Terrace, 
Province of British 
Columbia, made an 
assignment on the 8th 
day of May, 1984; that 
the first meeting of 
Creditors will be held 
on TueSday, the 12th 
day of June, 1984; at 
the hour of 3:00 o'clock 
In the afternoon, In the 
Cour t  House ,  
Government BuUdlng, 
4506 Lakelse Avenue, 
in the District of 
Terrace, Provlnc'e of 
British Columbia. 
DATED at Prince 
George, this 14th day 





700 - 299 Victoria Street 





reserves while holding the at about $159 billion. 
line on taxes. Inflation should stabilize at 
The budget papers 5.3 per cent and unem- 
project the Ontario ployment at about 9.1 per 
economy will enjoy robust cent, while the number of 
growth of 4.7 per cent this people with jobs will in- 
year with the value of all crease by 75,000 to 4.65 





..... PART-TIM E INSTRUCTOR• 
.................. ONE in Sociology . . . . . . . . . .  " 
. e . . . - t  /,,&., ,to.., 
• "e ,u . t .  "/'.1,,', . . J , -* ,o ,  e. ,h.f .  




at restauranl  
OTTAWA (CP) -- Credit 
privileges for lVlPs and 
senators who eat at the 
parliamentary restaurant 
have been cancelled 
because bills totalling 
thousands of dollars are • 
going unpaid. 
C~nservative MP Jack 
Ellis, wbo raised the 
matter during a Commons 
committee meeting 
Wednesday, said he 
regrets that all MPs are 
being punished because a
few "callous" members 
are ignoring their debts. 
He estimated fewer than 24 
are involved. 
Rather than revoking 
credit [~rivileges, Com- 
mons Speaker Lloyd 
Francis should have the 
power to deduct out- 
standing bills from MPs' 
monthly non-taxable x- 
pense allowance of $1,470. 
A part.time- Instructor"Is requlredto teach 
Sociology 205-206 (Sociology of the Family) In 
Terrace commencing September 4, 1984. 
University tranlng In Sociology and• a B.A. 
degree are required. A Masters degree and 
teaching experience In the social sciences are 
preferred. 
salary depends on qualifications and experience 
and Is determined according to the N.W.C.C. 
Faculty Scale. 
Applications, accompanied by a Curriculum 
Vitae, should be made by May 21, 1984 
ONE Math.Chemistry Inatructo/" 
An Instructor is required to teach Chemistry and 
Mathematics. This Is a temporary, part-time (70 
pei' cent) one-year appointment. 
Pre fer red  Qualifications. Masters degree in one 
of the sublect areas being taught. 
Appointment commences August 15, 1984. 
Applications, accompanied by a Curriculum 
Vitae, should be made by June 1, 1984 to: 
Paul Snead 
Head, Academic Division 
Northwest Community College 
P.O. Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4C2 
~~~~ "~ NEWEST[I~RER.~C~'S 
Now at affordable Rates 
~~~ One bedroom at 832500 me. 
Two bedroom at 836000 me. 
- -A t t rac t ive ,  spacious, ext ra  storage room 
- -Beaut i fu l  app l iances ,  t i led showers 
- - Love ly  cupboards, double s.s. sinks 
- - Large  balconies with screened patio doors 
• - -Lots  of park ing ,  recreat ion court 
- -Secur i ty,  enter  phones and deadbolts 
. - -Drapery  co.ordinated to w- -w carpets 
- -Walk ing  distance to down town 
. - - Fami ly  or iented,  close to schools 
- -Hospita l ,  convenience store, parks, ' 
car wash, al l  in area  
-$m.N move in allowance br May 1 - 31 
Professionally Managed 
by tra ined staff who respect 
and care for our tenants 
Te lephone:  635-5968 
Property Stewards Western Ltd. 
fl 
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TORONTO (CP) -- The three 
Indian women pull their chairs 
together and huddle over the 
glossy magazine. 
"It's beautiful stuff," one of 
them says. The others agree. 
No one can blame them for being 
effusive: the product is their own. 
Swnetgrass, a national native 
magazine, has bucked adversity, 
particularly financial, and is 
finally on store shelves after mo~;e 
than a year of false starts.. 
True to its namesake,'a hearty 
vanilla-fragrance grass with 
ceremonial significance among 
North America's native peoples, 
Sweetgrass has endured and grown 
even in bad weather, one of the 
magazine's writers once said. 
The slick-looking magazine of 
art, features, information pieces, 
photography and poetry has its 
roots in Ontario Indian, the now- 
defunct publication ofthe Union of 
Ontario Indians. 
'JUMPED GUN' 
It was expected to put out its first 
issue last fall. "We jumped the 
gun," said Lenore Koeshig-Tobias, 
the small, lithe editor, as she busily 
organized her desk in the 
magazine's store-front office in the 
heart of Toronto's Cabbagetown. 
Letters from those eagerly 
awaiting publication poured in, but 
the staff couldn't do anything about 
it. The magazine wasn't ready and 
they didn't want o be stuck in the 
New life 
same •position as other, native 
publications that died because they 
didn't know what market o tap or 
how to attract advertisers. 
The three Ojibwa women-  
Keeshig-Tobias, Verna Friday and 
Nancy Wood --  areR't journalists, 
photographers or business types. 
They're mothers and volunteers so 
dedicated to promoting their 
culture they've spent the last 18 
months working 12 hours or more a 
day without pay --  hoping the 
magazine will become a reality. 
"We're survivalists. It took a lot 
of determination a d resilience to 
get this issue out," said Keeshig- 
Tobias. "It shows the strength of 
native women. 
"We couid've started three 
months after Ontario Indian folded 
- -  gone feet first -- but there was 
no guarantee it would continue." 
OTItERS AGREE 
Friday, the soft-spoken 
managing director, and Woods, a 
jolly woman who turns im- 
mediately serious when her ad- 
vertising .department is men- 
tioned, nodded in agreement. 
"Ideally we'd ha~e a staff of 12 
and $400,000 a year," Friday said. 
"But the way it is now, everybody 
is doing everything -- all volunteer 
- -  answering phones, typing, 
everything." 
Promotions manager Jay E.. 
Mason, circulation director Edna' 
King, art director David Beyer and 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- The Paper 
Chase has certainly dashed around 
the entertainment world: First it was 
a motion picture, then a CBS 
television series, then it was on 
public television and now it is ap- 
pearing on pay television. 
John Houseman starred in the 1973 
movie as the hard-boiled law 
professor, won an Academy Award 
and has remained with the show in all 
its versions. 
The original TV series made its 
debut in September 1978 andmade its 
exit in July 1979. It was the kind of 
show the critics loved and the public 
ignored as too intellectual. Chicago 
public television station WTTW made 
• ,n unsuccessful attempt o raise 
money for new episodes, but the 
reruns were telecast by PBS. 
The Paper Chase is now in its 
second year mi Showtime. The 
second-largest pay-television system 
in the U.S. The series is now called 
The Paper Chase -- The Second 
Year, but that refers to the fact Hart, 
• Ford and Bell are now in their second 
year of law school. Incidentally, the 
once male-dominated s ries now has 
a good sprinkling of women ~tudents. 
Two other network castoffs, NBC's 
Fame and ABC's Too Close for' 
Comfort, have found new life away 
from the networks. Both are being 
produced for syndication on com- 
mercial TV. 
4 m • • 
I • 
• ~ , : : , 1 
,~  ; L.I~: L . . ; : "- 
h,' :  "~ : ;*~ ~ ~"~ '~ '  i~  ' ",,~,~.,~ p ," 
a 12-me~hber board .of directors "We prefer '"'natiVe ; writers 
complete the volunteer staff, because naturallythey know better 
With government funding" the .hearts and minds of native 
totalling about $130,000. and people," said Keeshig-Tobias. 
donations from churches and ~i IA' piece on the Inult attests/to 
corperatlons, the magazine had that with an interesting portrayal 
humble beginnings. }' of an Arctic people separated in '  
Its directors put much of the  language and distance from the 
funds into a market research study rest of the country. 
on the magazine's prospects,. VOICE NEEDED • 
leaving little for the day-to-day Keeshig-Tobias said there is a 
operation, lack of native publications inNorth 
. . . .  At one point our phone was Americaand people are crying for 
removed and we had to go to the a native voice across Canada, the 
phone booth around the corner to United States and as far away. as ' 
do all our business," Woads oidl Germany where she says, Indians 
chuckling. "Then it was removed . are "a kind of hobby." 
toe." Sweetgrass will be publisheC 
But the magazine benefited from 
the wait. The first issue, launched 
recently with a gala dinner party 
at a posh downtown Toronto hotel, 
is a strong effort. 
Art director Bayer, a Cree-Melis, 
draws readers into the magazine 
with a stunning cover picture, The 
Red Robe. Painted by native 
Maxine Noel, it depicts a noble- 
looking Indian draped, in red robes 
and gazing at the horizon. 
Photographs by E. S. Curtis -- a 
turn-of-the-century photographer 
who, Keeshig-Tobias said, "made 
the North American Indian," - -  
every two months if it can be kept 
financially afloat. 
"We need one year's operational 
fundl/~g, a shot in the arm, to keep 
going," Friday said. "We may go 
to the government." 
But Woods said: "You can't 
function as a'voice if you're 
dependent on the government." 
Keeshig-Tobias said they would 
like to subtitle the magazine The 
Magazine of North America's First 
Nations, but "it's too political 
now" in the midst "of aboriginal 
rights disputes between native 
people and the federal govern- 
ment. 
Political is not what hey want to 
complement an article about the be. In three years they hope to be 
man who tried to capture native economically self-sufficient' hy 
In~ans on film when he thought attracting aH types of advertisers 
they were becoming a vanishing, and so remain apolitical, Keeshig- 
breed. " " Tobias said. 
for Paper Chase 
Hart, said:"'It's a show that tries to 
• base itself in solid reality rather than 
climbing up on the edge of humor 
where the bumor .becomes more 
important than the reality of the 
situation." 
A hallmark of the series is the 
thoughtfulness of the stories, many of 
them• written by John Jay Osborn, 
Jr., who wrote the book on which the 
movie was based. 
In one show, the law students 
match their wits against a super 
computer in the engineering school. 
A student is torn between marrying 
Hart or accepting ~ d Rhodes 
Scholarship in another. One story is 
built entirely around how the 
students react o a test given by Prof. 
Kingsfield (Houseman). 
These are not your ordinary series 
stories. The emphasis here is  on 
character and the clash and exposure 
of.ideas, all of which ia leavened by 
• humor  . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  ; ;  , ,~ . . . . . .  ~, 
Roth said she believes the 
character of Hart is largely 
responsible for the success of the 
show. Hart is the thoughtful, bright 
student who often battles with 
Kingsfield. 
"You don't have many heroes like 
that on television," said Roth. "He 
has such good values. He has in- 
tegrity without being goedy-two 
shoes. He wrestles with things in a 
very admirable way." 
John Houseman 
Twentieth Century-Fox produced 
seven new episodes of The Paper 
Chase for the first year and have 
made 12 for the second season, which 
has just gotten under way. 
"I think what we all love most 
about he show is the language," said 
executive producer Lynn Roth. "It's 
such a pleasure to hear. Everyone 
fears if you use complicated thought 
and ideas people won't understand, 
but people love it." 
James' Stephens, who stars as 
Play about suicide 'devastating' 
role is Thelma Cotes and how much is 
herself. 
"l think that in common with 
Thelma, I have an optimism. 1 
always feel things are going to work 
out fine, just fine, and if they don't, 
we l l . . .  I happen to be one of those 
people who thinks that learning takes 
care of just about everything." 
When she first started preparing 
for the play, Bates found herself 
thinking about a close friend who had 
committed suicide. 
"But I found I couldn't do the work 
because Jessie is happy. She's not 
depressed. 
"We've since spoken to 
psychiatrists who say the people that 
they work with who are suicidally 
depressed, you have to watch it when 
they get happy because that means 
they're going to go." 
Now she tries, in her words, "to 
' just empty herself.': 
Brooklyn,born writer 
told of battlef=eld 
KLOSTERS (AP) -- American 
author Irwin Shaw, whose 1948 
best-seller The Young Lions was 
one of the most acclaimed novels 
to emerge from the Second World 
War, has died of a heart ailment. 
He was 71. 
The Brooklyn-born author, who 
also wrote scores of short stories 
and plays, died Wednesday at a 
hospital in Dares, near Klesters in 
the Swiss Alps. 
He was admitted to hospital last 
Thursday for treatment of the 
heart condition, said his son 
Adam. The younger Shaw said he 
and his mother Marian were with 
the writer when he died. 
The Young Lions, which told the 
stories of two Ameriean soldiers 
and one German soldier on the 
battlefields of the Second World 
War, was Shaw's best-known work 
and was made into a successful 
movie. 
Major television miniseries 
were made from other novels 
written by Shaw, including Two 
Weeks in Another Town and Rich 
Man, Poor Man. 
"He wasn't that well for the last 
couple of days," Adam Shaw said. 
The author had been staying at his 
residence in Klosters, a ski resort 
in eastern Switzerland. 
Shaw had completed about half 
of a new novel when he became ill, 
said his son. A memorial service 
was planned in Klosters, followed 
by another in June in Brooklyfi. 
For the last three deeardes, 
Shaw had divided his time bet- 
ween Paris and Kl0sters~ which 
the author called a "gold mine for 
a novelist" beacuse of the wide 
variety of people living there. 
WORKED IN HOLLYWOOD 
Shaw wrote scores of short 
stories and several plays, in- 
cluding the anti-war Bury the 
Dead in 1936, which moved from a 
small theatre to Broadway and 
launched him into screenwriting 
in Hollywood. 
In such novels as I,ucy Crown 
(1956) and Two Weeks in Another 
Town (1959), Shaw exposed the 
internal conflicts in the lives of his 
characters with easy but 
dramatic prose. 
Adam Shaw said his father's 
last completed work, a novel 
called Acceptable Losses, was 
published about 18 months ago. 
His father had been writing since 
then, the younger Shaw said. 
Early plays by Irwin Shaw 
included Siege, Quiet City, 
Retreat to 'Pleasure, Sons and 
Soldiers and The Assassins, all 
written before or during the 
Second World War. 
Before The Young Lions, most 
of his books were collections of 
short Stories, including Sailor Off 
the Bremen and Welcome to the 
City. 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Since 
December 1982, Kathy Bates and 
Anne Pitoniak have shared a special 
relationship on stage in Night, 
Mother, Marsha Norman's Pulitzer 
Prize-winning play about a daughter 
who tells her mother she plans to 
commit suicide. 
First at the American Repertory 
Theatre in Cambridge, Mass., then at 
Broadway's Golden Theatre and now 
off-Broadway at the Westside Arts 
Theatre, where the play recently 
transferred, the women have ridden 
this emotional roller coaster more 
than 400 times. It's a play that 
devastates the actresses as much as 
the audiences. 
"It's hard to do. It really is," says 
Pitoniak, sitting on stage at a kitchen 
table where much of the two- 
character play takes place. "I used to 
lie about hat and say, 'Oh, it's all 
right• It's what you have to do.' But 
it's hard. I don't do very much else." 
Bates, who plays daughter Jessie, 
agrees. 
"I think it's gruelling," she says. 
"The obvious rewards of it through 
are the play itself and being able to 
perform it. 
"I know it's made my work much 
better." 
What makes it so hard is that the 
play demands a reality difficult to 
capture on stage. 
"It's got to be effortless," says 
Bates. "It's got to look like real life. 
The drama rises out of the characters 
and their situation with one another." 
These are two ordinary women 
spending a quiet Saturday night at 
home, making cocoa, giving each 
other a manicure, changing the sofa 
cover and getting ready to watch 
Love Boat. The only difference is that 
one wants to end her life. 
SUFFERS PAIN 
Bates calls her character "a stub," 
a tired woman who'A been hurt by life 
- -  a divorce, a son who's turned into a 
petty thief, an uncaring brother, 
problems with epilepsy -- and 
doesn't want to go On anymore. 
"I really see her as just charging 
right up to God and saying, 'I don't 
buy this. I don't like it. I will not 
accept it, and l'am not going to go on 
living this way,'" says Bates. 
After playing the role of the mother 
for more than a year, Pitoniak says 
she doesn't know how much of the 
With the first long weekend of the summer lust ahead, area parks will 
be open for camping, and will be collecting fees for the first time 
Friday. This year fees are up one dollar, to seven dollars a night at 
Furlong Bay and five dollars at Kleanza Creek parks. Parks per. 
sonnel there are still clearing away trees that fell during last month's 
storm, but hope to havemost removed by the weekend. At Fairy 
Island campground, shown here on a quiet day, fees will be five 
dollars a night. 
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